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PREFACE
This volume, Sorption Kinetics Part
describes the second phase of a research project on
sorption kinetics. This second part is concerned with the development of a simulation model of sorption in
a packed bed continuous flow reactor.
Kinetics is the cornerstone input of a simulation model for any kind of reactor, so the major effort
of the research was described in Part I, "Sorption Kinetics-A Laboratory Investigation of Six Proposed
Rate Laws Using Batch Reactors." From work in Part a kinetic rate law was determined that accounted
for sorbate concentration, degree of sorbent saturation with sorbate, and temperature, as. independent
variables. This second phase of the research is concerned with: (1) assimilating the kinetic rate law into a
simulation model of a packed bed reactor, (2) delineating all component parts of a simulation model, (3)
evaluating by laboratory measurements the necessary input data for the component parts of model, (4)
devising a numerical scheme to produce output from the simulation model, (5) developing a laboratory
scale experimental column system to be simulated by the model, and finally (6) comparing the computed
output results from the simulation model with the measured output results from the laboratory column.
All of this work has been outlined in such a manner that the parts as well as the whole of the
simulation model are explicated thoroughly-including laboratory work. The research has one disappointing
aspect, however, in that the sixth task was not completed. The differential equation comprising the
simulation model, and set up for numerical solution using a CDC 6400 computer, required such small time
increments that it could not be used in a simulation run to compare with corresponding measurements of
sorbate concentrations within the laboratory packed bed column. The expense of any full computer run
was prohibitive. To circumvent this problem considerable effort was expended to develop an implicit
scheme of numerical solution, which would have used much less computer time. This method of numerical
solution was brought to an initial operational stage but was terminated after preliminary testing. Thus the
fmal function was never reached. If and when an economical numerical solution is found for the simulation
model, this completion can easily be achieved and, added as a few pages of supplement to this volume,
would constitute a completed package.
The project was sponsored Originally under the auspices of the Bureau of Water Hygiene,
Environmental Control Administration, U.S. Public Health Service, which has since become The Water
Quality Office of the Environmental Protection Agency. The Research grant award was EC 00194-02.
Collection of data for laboratory column operations was by Mr. Mohan S. Grewal.
Special thanks is due to Dr. H. J. Morel-Seytoux, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering at
Colorado State University and Mr. Purushottan Dass, Graduate Research Assistant at Colorado State
University for their work in developing program SORBT, the implicit scheme of solution for the sorption
model of the packed bed reactor. Mrs. Donna Falkenborg, Editor, Utah Water Research Laboratory has
developed the layout and assisted editorially.
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ABSTRACT
A mass balance simulation model for sorption in a packed bed reactor was developed. All of the
terms in the model, consisting of constants of the porous media, and functions, were evaluated by
independent individual laboratory studies. The kinetic term was determined in Part I. Two numerical
schemes (an explicit scheme and an implicit scheme respectively) with corresponding computer programs
were developed and made operational. They were not tested against laboratory column results due to long
times necessary on the computer and corresponding high costs.
Laboratory testing consisted of measuring column profiles for six different packed columns at
different flow rates and feed concentrations and for two sorbents, Dowex 50 resin and Filtrasorb 200
activated carbon.
Further kinetic studies were also conducted on the problem of whether sorbate delivery rate by
bulk convection is rate controlling. This was termed "transport kinetics" and comprised a part of the
simulation model.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Sorption is a major type of reaction manifested throughout the hydrologic system and in many
diverse ways in water and wastewater treatment. As discussed in Part L sorption occurs in water and
wastewater treatment both fortui tously and as a specific unit process. Two examples in water treatment
include: (I) the use of powdered activated carbon for taste and odor control, and (2) ion-exchange
softening. With the growing importance of tertiary wastewater treatment. sorption also has become
increasingly prominent as unit process for removal of residual organics remaining after secondary biological
treatment.
The reactor containing the sorption reaction may be either a packed bed or a fluidized bed. Its
design and operation has not yet evolved into a stable practice. The basis for design thus far may be: (1)
empirical guidelines coupled with some laboratory testing, (2) pilot plant testing, and (3) mathematical
modeling, coupled with laboratory testing.
A continuous flow sorption reactor is a complex system in that a relatively large number of
independent variables and variables which are functions characterize it mathematically. In practical terms
this means that empirical guidelines have limited usefulness since the permutations of variables need not be
great to extend beyond the range of validity of most empirical observations. Pilot plant testing is, however,
quite essential in order to understand and model some of the real features of the system not amenable to
mathematical modeling-such as the influence of biological growths. The third approach, mathematical
modeling, is not sufficient by itself, but it does permit simulation of a wide variety of conditions and also
the prospect of optimization in design and operation becomes feasible. This requires laboratory batch
testing, as done in Part 1, in order to determine the constants of the system. Also pilot testing should still
follow in order to ascertain the characteristics of the system not expressed in the mathematical model. But
extensive testing becomes less critical as more experience is gained.
Objective
The objective of tlus work is to: (I) develop a simulation model of a packed bed reactor capable of
determining sorbate concentration breakthrough curves with time or sorbate concentration profiles with
distance, and (2) to delineate some of the fundamental principles operative in packed bed reactors.
Scope
The model is delimited to one-dimensional saturated flow conditions. The problem of biological
growths-which occur in carbon columns in te rtiary treatment-is not considered. Temperature as a variable
is considered, however. The kinetic model developed in Part I is an input to the simulation model. The
output of the model developed is to be compare d with the results of laboratory scale pilot testing.
Significance
A packed bed reactor is a complex system. And there is no way to greatly simplify the model or
do away with the laborious laboratory determinations of isotherms and kinetic constants. The model may
be the best path, however, because the other paths may be either unreliable or even more laborious. A
comprehensive simulation model will allow many operating conditions, such as flow rate, temperature,
sorbate concentration, etc., to be imposed to ascertain their importance and effect. This would permit
better design of course and anticipation on how best to operate the reactor in order to exhaust the bed
more completely. After the basic model is developed, then further simulations could establish such
questions as how best to operate several reactors in series, or at what rate should different portions of a
reactor be replaced by fresh granular sorbent.

Previous work
Predicting the performance of a packed bed continuous flow reactor has long been recognized as a
difficult mathematical problem. Approaches have been based upon: (1) empirical experience and
observations, (2) pilot plant studies, and (3) rational modeling. In the first class of work actual
measurements such as the effect of pH, mesh size of granular material, loading rate, bed contact time, etc.,
are correlated with some measure of performance; concentration breakthrough for the sorbate is a common
one. The work of Hager and Flentje (1965) and Dostal et al. (1965) falls within this category.
Pilot plant studies are empirically oriented also, but are conducted in a more systematic fashion,
possibly under such controlled circumstances, to elicit operating and design guidelines. The recent (I 97 1)
EPA Manual on design of activated carbon systems was based upon such experience. Extensive pilot plant
work has been conducted within the last several years at Pomona and elsewhere to develop design and
operating guidelines.
One of the problems associated with the modeling approach, aside from any operating realities
which may be difficult to absorb, lies in the mathematical complexity of the model--which is a differential
equation. Until the advent of high speed computers the approach has been to impose simplifying
assumptions which will allow a classical mathematical solution. Thomas (1944) did this assuming a simple
rate law patterned after second order kinetics. Even so his mathematical solution was very complicated and
required a great deal of mathematical ingenuity. Another simplifying assumption has been to assume
equilibrium occurs at each infinitesimal column slice along the flow path. Glueckauf (1955) follows this
assumption in modeling the parallel problem of chromatography. Inoue and Kaufman (I 963) simplify the
mathematics by assuming a linear adsorption isotherm with local instantaneous equilibrium along the flow
path.
The most significant advance in modeling was the work of Hiester and Vermeulen (I952), who
have carried Thomas' mathematical solution to the point of practical application by means of dimensionless
graphs. Their work has been the starting point for most subsequent work in modeling and is yet considered
viable. This research also draws heavily from it, too, using much in their formulations of kinetics and also
some of their propositions relating to the mathematical similarities between reaction rates and diffusion
processes. At this point the present work deviates, using a direct approach in solving the mass balance
differential equation, which Hiester and Vermeulen extend the mathematical solution of Thomas. Keinath
and Weber (1968) carry Hiester and Vermeulen's work to the point of verification using independent
laboratory determination of the Langmuir eqUilibrium constants, and the film and pore transfer
coefficien ts.
A very practical approach is presented by Allen et al. (1967), who relaxed some of the
mathematical rigor to develop a method based upon dividing the column into a series of batch reactors.
They show reasonable correspondence between measured and calculated concentration histories.
The present work differs from previous work in that the approach is very direct and has complete
generality-with no restricting mathematical assumptions. The effect of temperature is also included.

Definitions
Any system circumscribed by physical boundaries containing a planned reaction may be called a
reactor. If mass transfer is not permitted across the boundaries of the system, it is called a batch reactor. A
laboratory flask containing the sorption reaction described in Part I is a batch reactor. If mass transfer
occurs continuously with time into and out of the system, it is a continuous flow reactor. The activated
sludge process, a trickling filter, an ion-exchange column, and a carbon column are examples.
The continuous flow reactor may be either a packed bed or a fluidized bed. The packed bed
reactor is a column of granular particles. The packed material is called the sorbent and it may be any
material which reacts, either by ion-exchange or adsorption, with some particular solute, the sorbate, which
it is desired to remove from solution. A fluidized bed refers to a condition, whereby the granular particles
in the column are suspended by the drag forces of upward flowing water.
2

A breakthrough curve is the description of the sorbate concentration with time as it is detected in
the water flowing out of the column. As the column is exhausted this will become the same as the feed
concentration. The column is exhausted as the sorbent becomes saturated with sorbate. The sorbate
concentration profile is the description of sorbate concentration with distance along the length of the
column.
The concept of a reactor need not be limited to designed systems. In natural systems, any volume
circumscribed by psuedo-boundaries may be considered a reactor for the purposes of mathematical
description of modeling. Thus a river, a lake, or a volume of aquifer in the vicinity of a contamination
source such as a well may be considered as reactors for conceptual purposes.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORY
Any reactor may be modeled by application of the mass balance principle. To illustrate, consider
the reaction shown in Figure 2-1. The mass balance principle says that the net observed mass changes of
solute reactant in the reactor equals flux in minus flux out of the solute reactant, minus the rate of
disappearance due to reaction, plus or minus the change due to volume changes. It is merely a bookkeeping
scheme to account for all of the things that happen to the reacting substance in the solution. Expressed
mathematically the depiction of Figure 2-1 is:

= Q. ·C -Q
in
0
out

.c+~V.c
+[~tcJ
ut
0

·V

. . . . . (2-1)

r

in which

Co
('

V
Oin
Oout

IJc/C)t 10 =
[dc/C)t1 r =

concentration of solute reactant in the flow entering the reactor (mg/ml)
concentration of solute reactant in the reactor (mg/ml)
vol lime of reactor (1111)
now into the reactor (lnl/min)
flow out of the reactor (ml/min)
net observed rate of reactant concentration change in the reactor (mg/ml/min)
rate of reaction (mg/ml/min)

Equation (2-1) is a common characterization of any continuous flow reactor; the activated sludge
process is an example; [C)c/c)t]r is the kinetic term. Evaluation of the kinetic term is usually a formidable
task. Separate studies are necessary to do this; this was in fact the sole concern of Part I.

[~2 Observed
Net

REACTOR

n2

Reaction

Figure 2-1. Mass balance characterization of a continuous flow reactor.
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Three essential points are implicit in this discussion;
(1)
Reactor mathematics is merely an accounting method to determine the disposition of the
solute reactant.
(2)
The kinetic term determines the rest of the system.
(3)
The mass balance mathematical model assumes a completely mixed, homogeneous
reactor.
The third point is important in developing a reactor model. Any concentration gradients existing within the
reactor obviate the condition of homogeneity and so the volume must be broken down into smaller
elements until the condition is satisfied. In a packed bed reactor the volume elements must be infinitesimal
slices of the column normal to the flow.

Reactor mathematics for a packed bed
A packed bed reactor is different than the completely mixed reactor shown in Figure 2-1, in that a
reactant concentration gradient exists in the direction of flow. The condition of homogeneity is met only
for an infinitesimal slice of the column, as shown , with !'o Z thickness. For this slice , application of the mass
balance principle results in the differential equation:

de

dt =

in which
C

concentration of sorb ate species in liquid phase (mg/ml)
time from a convenient reference point, such as initial introduction of the
sorbate (min)
distance along flow path from some convenient reference (cm)

t

z
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Figure 2-2. Concentration profile in a packed bed reactor.
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Co

v
D

interstitial flow velocity (em/min)
_
coefficient of dispersion for the porous media at velocity v (cm 2 /min)
P
dry density of the individual granular particles comprising the porous media
(gm/cm 3 )
P
porosity of the porous media
Equation (2-2) is the basic mathematical formulation of the packed bed reactor. It is applicable to any slice
along the length of the column. It says that the rate of change of sorbate concentration within the slice
depends upon the sorbate transport flux into the slice by convection and dispersion, minus that carried out,
minus the rate of uptake to the solid phase. Stated in equation form, this verbal statement of mass balance
is:

rCha:;~
:;t:o~~ateJ =[con:~tionJ
L concentratIon
rate + [diSP:;~ionJ
rate which corresponds in each term to Equation (2-2). The mathematical derivation of Equation (2-2) is given
in Appendix A.

Solution to mass balance equation
The mathematical solution to Equation (2-2) is three dimensional, having the form C(Z,t). This is
displayed in the form C(Z)t or C(t)z. The concentration profile, illustrated in Figure 2-1, is the C(Z)t
form; that is: C is a function of Z, holding time constant. Changing time results in a new C(Z) solution. The
"breakthrough curve" C(t)z is the alternate form, where, by convention, Z = L, the length of the column.
A strict mathematical solution to Equation (2-2) is not possible due to the complexity of the
kinetic term. This relegates the solution to a numerical approach, which is outlined also in Appendix A.

Kinetics of sorption
The kinetic term, as stated, requires special laboratory studies to evaluate for both its form and its
constants. Part I reports on laboratory studies of six proposed kinetic rate equations. The one picked as
showing most promise was Equation (2-20), restated below as Equation (2-4)

dX

dt

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2-4)

in which
dX/dt

kinetic rate term in Equation (2-2)
coefficient; actually this is a function
X*
equilibrium concentration of sorbate in the solid phase (mg sorbate/gm sorbent)
X
_
concentration of sorb ate in the solid ph~e img sorbate/gm sorbent)
The coefficient D3 is a function of d~ee of~orbent saturation, X/X*, sorb ate solution concentration, C,
~nd temperature of solution, T. Both D3 and X* in Equation (2-4) are functions as summarized below. The
X* term is the dependent variable in the Langmuir isotherm,

Q3

= 1 + aC>:<
Also ex and

a

=

~ are

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2-5)

temperature functions which have the form:

(b.HO/
--

10 - 2,3R

)

T +C
A
vh . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2-6)
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in which
.6Ho
R

standard state enthalpy of adsorption
gas constant
absolute temperature in oK
intercept on vertical axis for van't Hoff plot

TA
('vh

and

X

xu

m

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2-7)

in which
ultimate sorbent capacity, or horizontal asymptote on Xm vs T
slope of semilog fit of (Xu - X~ vs T
constant
~
1
temperature in degrees centigrade
TA
temperature in degrees Kelvin
Table 2-1 gives again here the experimental constants determined in Part I (Table 4-2) 111 applying
Equation f 2-4) for use in Equation (2-2). C, the ambient sorbate solution concentration at any given Z and
t, is the dfgument used in Equation (2-5) in place of ('*; in other words the ambient concentration is
equated with the equilibrium concentration.
Xu

Kx

Now turnmg to the 53 the experiments in Part I ascertained the empirical equation:

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2-8)

where

I

K

K

and·

I

=

s

are functions defined in the following equations:
__

IK

IX

•

I

(X / X ~I()

QK

+ lOT IS

• T +tK

)

T II

. (2-9)

where
/KIX

''''TIS
/kTn

slope of best fit plot of Equation (4-6) in Part I
slope of best fit plot of Equation (4-7) in Part I
intercept of best fit plot of Equation (4-7) in Part I on a semi-log plot

and

. . . . . . . . . . . (2-10)

Table 2-1 Values of a and Xmtemperature functions.
Name of
Constant

L'H0

2.3R
Cvh

X

u

~
Kc

Value of Constant
Dowex 50

Activated Charcoal

1,256

1,256

3.50

3.50

276,000

175,000

.05

.05
4.9

5.5

7

where
intercept of Equatioll (4-9) in Part I
slope of semi-log plot of Equation (4-10) in Part I
intercept of semi-log plot of Equation (4-10) in Part I
Table 2-2 summarizes the constants.
These equations. beginning with Equation (2-4), collectively delineate the sorption kinetics term
in Equation (2-2). Because of the successive functional interdependencies, a strictly mathematical approach
to solution of Equation (2-2) is not feasible. When applied to an operating column, because the column
is takIng up sorbate . both C and X are changing with time for any given column slice, and are different for
every slice, which means that the arguments C and X arguments are continuously changing in both time
and distance. The approach to solve Equation (2-2) numerically is to solve for C using Equation (2-2)
coupled with Equations (2-4) to (2-10) at each slice in the column, starting at the top and moving successively_down; then time is increased by D. t and the process is repeated, using previous calculations of C
and X as arguments. This scheme is outlined numerically in Appendix A.
Transport kinetics
The kinetics of Equation (2-4) can be rationalized in terms of either film diffusion or particle
diffusion. However, another condition may prevail under certain conditions in the column, and control the
sorption rate. If the sorbate delivery rate to the particle is less than the rate the particle can sorb, as
determined by EquatIOn (2-4), then the former controls the rate of sorption; this is called transport
kinetics. Mathematically if,

[~~J

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2-11)

p

then transport kinetics is rate controlling when the subscripts T and P designate transport kinetics and
particle kinetics respectively.
4.s seen in Equation (2-2), delivery to the sorption site is by two mechanisms, convection and
dispersion. Delivery depends also not only upon the bulk rate of sorbate flux past a given point, but upon
the probability of any sorbate molecule making contact with a sorbent particle. Equation (2-12), derived in
Appendix B as Equation (B-7), can be rationalized in these terms. It is stated:

[ dxl
otJ T

= P ~
1- P
1

(v +D oA)-AeC(Z)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2-12)

Table 2-2. Summary of empirical constants for calculating D as function of C,
activated charcoal (Filtrasorb 200).

Equation

Dependent
Variables

X/X*, T, for Dowex 50 and

Constants
Dowex 50

(2-9)

KI

jK
1X
IK
TIS
IKTII

(2-10).

KS

IKsx
IKTSS

IK TSI

8

.28
-.0025
.013
-.15
-245
.98

Value of Constants
Act. Char.
0.0
0.0
-3.0
- .14
0.0
.177

where
A
the sorbate-sorbent collision probability coefficient (cm- 1 )
Whenever the conditions of Equation (2-11) are fulfIlled, this equation governs.

Where transport kinetics is rate controlling in the column the concentration-distance profile C(Z)t
is given as:

C(Z)

= C~ e-A(Z-Z~)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2-13)

where

sorbate concentration at distance, Z~, in column where [3 X/3th = [3 X/3tjp
(mg/ml)
Z~
distance in column to above equality, which we designate the "transition point"
Equation (2-13) is given as Equation (B-3) in Appendix B, where it is derived.

Co

Hydraulic dispersion
Even without sorption, flow through porous media will produce a longitudinal spread in solute due
to statistical velocity differences in the interstitial streams. Thus any convective motion of average
interstitial velocity, v, will have superposed upon it a dispersion, analogous in mathematical treatment, and
conceptually, to Brownian motion. The dispersion constant, D, is determined experimentally by Equation
(C-3) in Appendix C. Appendix C provides a more complete discussion of dispersion.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS
The prime goal of this work is to develop and verify a simulation model for a packed bed reactor.
Equations (2-2) through (2-10) collectively comprise this proposed model. The simulation output of the
model is of the form C(7}t ,C(t}z' and X(z)t . To obtain this output is one subgoal of this work.
To verify the model, two approaches are feasible. One is to compare terms in Equation (2-2) with
measured terms on an individual basis. Another is to compare output, C(z)t or C(t}z. of the model with
measured data from a laboratory scale packed bed reactor. This is more direct and more convincing. Also, if
the model proves feasible, it can be used, vis-a-vis laboratory or pilot scale reactor experiments, in
developing designs and operating criteria for a wide range of operating conditions.
The two major tasks then are: (1) solve Equation (2-2) to obtain C(z)t output, and (2) measure
C(z)t for an operating laboratory scale reactor. The two solutions then are to be compared. A final task is
to determine whether the model will work for different temperature conditions.
Column profile measurements
Column profiles were measured for a wide range of conditions, using six different combinations of
feed concentration, Co' flow rate, Q, and sorbent. Table 3-1 summarizes the operating conditions imposed;
each different set of conditions is designated as Column I. Column II, etc. The designations IIIT-DSO and
IIT-FS200 are for temperature cycling imposed on each of these two columns, respectively.
Each column described m Table 3-1 was operated at constant conditions of feed concentration,
flow rate, and temperature-except for columns used for temperature cycling, where temperature variations
were imposed systematically
Experimental 'let-up

The experimental apparatus consisted of:
Sorbate supply reservoirs
(2)
Sorbate pump
(3)
Rotometers for flow measurement
(4)
Heat exchanger with pump from water bath
(S)
Acrylic plastic column with provision for sampling and pressure drop measurement
(6)
Tailwater reservoir for tailwater head control
(7)
1000 ml cylinder for volumetric flow measurement
(8)
Constant temperature refrigerated thermostat
(9)
Fluorometer with constant temperature door for measuring rhodamine-B concentrations
in samples
( 1)

Figure 3-1 illustrates these components as they are assembled. Figure 3-2 is a photograph showing
a portion of the system sketched in Figure 3-1. Each of the system components are described further in the
following sections.
Column

Column. The reactor used was a 130 em long x 3.81 em diameter x .63S in thick acrylic plastic
tube. Holes O.S em diameter were drilled in the side every 5.0 em, beginning 6.5 cm from the top, to
accommodate size 00 one hole rubber stoppers, through which 1 mm glass tubing was pushed, to extend 1
em into the main tube Glass wool was wrapped lightly around the end to prevent drawing small granular
particles. Surgical tubmg was attached to the other end with wire clamps closing the tubes. Each end of the

10

Table 3-1. Column operating conditions.

Column

-

I-DSO
II-DSO
Ill-DSO
IV-DSO
I-FS200
II-FS200
IIT-DSO
IIT-FS200

Sorbent

Dowex SO resin
Dowex SO resin
Dowex 50 resin
Dowex SO resin
Filtrasorb 200 activated carbon
Filtrasorb 200 activated carbon
Dowex 50 resin
Filtrasorb 200 activated carbon
area of column = 11.4 cm 2
length of column = 130 cm

Rhodamine-B
feed
concen tra tion
Co( l1g/ rnl )

Flow rate
Q(rnl/min)

Rhodamine-B
Temperature
T(OC)

Dates of
column
operation
(1970)

Column
operating
(hrs)

6.98
309
309
6.98
309
309
309
309

72
72
365
365
110
40
72
40

24.0
20.5
20.5
20.5
20.5
21.0
10-35
10-35

2/6-3/10
3/20-3/26
4/11-4/11
4/7-4/8
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5/2-5/14
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5/16-5/16

784
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8
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94.5
332
196
332-342
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Figure 3-1. Components of experimental setup for obtaining concentration profiles in packed bed column,
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Figure 3-2. Photograph of experimental setup for obtaining concentration profiles in a packed bed reactor.

tube was contained by rubber stoppers over which were placed end plates held by tie rods-which permitted
the system to withstand the pressure of the pump.
Sorbent Two sorbents were used in testing. Dowex SO resin and Filtrasorb 200 activated carbon.
The manufacturers data on these are described in Part I, Appendix A. Some further characteristics are
described in Appendix E.
Packing. Sorbents were packed in a slurry in the column filled with boiled distilled water (to assure
the absence of air). Only a little was added at a time in order to minimize differential settling and the fall
distance was held to a minimum by controlling the water level in the column. After each sorbent addition,
the column was tapped gently with a hammer to consolidate the particles. The outlet tube at the bottom of
the column was covered with glass wool to contain the sorbent particles.
Sorbate. Rhodamine-B dye (Aldrich R95 laboratory grade) was used because it will sorb readily
and it is easily measured. A Turner Model 111 fluorometer with constant temperature door was used to
measure samples. Calibration is discussed in Appendix A of Part I. Demineralized water was used to make
the solution; specific electrical resistance was 1,000,000 ohms/cm.
Sampling. Sampling taps were located along the column at distances from the top of the column of
6.5, 8.0, 13.0, 18.0, etc. at 5.0 cm intervals, with the last at 123.0 cm. The taps consisted of 1 mm ida 2
mm od. glass tubes inserted about 2 cm into the column through size 00 rubber stoppers; a light covering of
glass wool at the end of the sampling tube prevented withdrawal of sorbent particles. Samples were taken in
cuvettes after a little initial wastage. Sampling along the column was accomplished within a few minutes of
time for each "run;" a "run" being a complete set of column measurements for a given time. Samples were
equilibrated at 20.0oC and measured in the fluorometer, as described previously for batch measurements.
Physical properties of porous media. Porosity, density, and hydraulic dispersion were measured at
the completion of the experiments for each column, as described in Appendix E.
Flow system. Two 735 liter reservoirs were used alternatively as reservoirs for the Rhodamine-B
solution. One reservoir was used to hold the effluent from the column , which contained no measurable
Rhodamine-B, until about half filled in order to reduce the large demands for demineralized water.
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To deliver the solution, a diaphram pump was used (Cyc1ofram, 1/4 hp). This type of pump was
used in order to deliver a constant flow, regardless of increased pressure losses through the packed bed (due
to possible swelling of the resin). Flow rate was precisely adjustable on the pump in the range 0-20 liters per
hour and could be calibrated for measurement by a dial reading. Flow rate never varied from the initial
setting, however, the diaphram pump caused a pulsating flow.
The various components were linked by flexible plastic tubing, 1/4 to 1/2 inch, as needed to make
connections. The tailwater head was controlled by delivering flow from the column to a lucite tube 6 inches
long, which overflowed into a tube 8 inches high. This outer tube then discharged the flow. Figure 3-1
shows the arrangement.

Flow measurement. Three independent measurement systems were used. These were: (1) the
pump dial reading which was calibrated for flow, (2) two rotometers, each containing a steel ball and a
plastic ball, and (3) volumetric measurement using a 1000 m1 cylinder and stop watch, collecting water
from the overflow reservoir. Measurements with the rotometers were difficult because of the pulsating flow,
and readings were mean positions of the ball. The rotometers had been previously calibrated under steady
flow conditions. Calibrations are shown in Appendix E.
Pressure measurement. A Bourdon gage was located just prior to the heat exchanger to detect
excessive pressure buildup. A mercury manometer, with pressure taps at the top and bottom of the column,
was used to detect swelling in the column. In all cases, no appreciable changes occurred in pressure or
pressure drop.
Temperature control. Room temperature was 23.0 o C ± 1.0. Because of the high sensitivity to
temperature, it was decided after running Column I to impose some control on column temperature by a
heat exchanger placed just prior to the column. This consisted of a 1/4" copper tube coiled in a l' long x
I~" dia. lucite tube through which the Rhodamine-B solution must pass. Water at 20.0oC was pumped
through the copper tubing from the cuvette equilibration reservoir. Temperature was measured at three
points: (1) in the heat exchanger, (2) at the top of the column, and (3) in the tail water reservoir.
Temperature cycling
To investigate the influence of the packed bed reactor to temperature, two columns packed with
Dowex 50 and Filtrasorb 200 were subjected to temperature cycling after a sufficient period of time of
operation to establish the profiles of dye in the column. This was done: (1) to ascertain the sensitivity of
the column profiles to temperature, and (2) to provide another mode of simulation capability, which could
be done with the simulation model by replicating the temperature cycling at the corresponding real time of
the experiments.
The temperature cycling was done merely by changing the refrigerated thermostat, which
controlled the column temperature through the heat-exchanger. In each case, the cycling was done over a
10-hour period, which was a sufficiently short time that the column profiles would not have changed
Significantly due to the constant flow of sorbate. Column profiles were measured at each 5°C increment in
temperature, ranging from 10°C to 35°C.
Data processing
All column data were recorded directly on Fortran coding sheets made up to accommodate the
column experiments, and punched on cards as indicated in Figures D-1 a and D-1 b. The data were then
processed by program PROFIL. Appendix D outlines the entire sequence of operations. Table D-l identifies
each variable. Both fluorometer calibrations and rotometer calibrations are stored in the program. The
program conversion shown in Appendix D is not valid, however, since the readings for the small rotometer
were using the steel ball, and the calibration stored is for the plastic ball. So a manual determination of flow
rate. was necessary and is shown in Table E-I; Figures E-l, E-2, E-3, Appendix E, show the corresponding
calibrations.
Figures 3-a, 3-b, 3-c show tabular output from three runs, which show all data in initial form and
as processed. Evidently, an error was made in determining vat concentration, Which indicates 30.01.1 g/ml
Rhodamine-B, while the solution measurement at z = 0 is 309.151.1 g/mI. The former was obtained by
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measunng 216 grams of Rhodamine-B for the 720 liter vat (whereas 21.6 grams must have been intended).
So the 109.15 was taken as the correct Co value since it is based upon a calibrated instrument and
computer processing (the human element consisted of merely reading the fluorometer dial and recording
dilutions ).
Figure 3d shows these data in the form of concentration profiles. The program PROFIL was
essentially an automation of column data processing. In addition to the automation capability. it gave a
lugh degree of systematizing which facilitated data retrieval. Also it was set up to minimize problems of
human errors m both recording and processing of data.

Constants for mass balance model
l:quation (2-2) implies that several boundary conditions and constants must be determined for
Simulation. These include V. Cl, P, and D: actually D/v was the characteristic measured for the latter term,
since Divis a true constant of the porous media
Table 3-1 summarizes all of these values as obtained by measurement. Appendix E shows how
measurements were made for p . P. The. value is on an oven dry basis. The velocity. V. was obtained by
dividIng flow rate by the product of col umn cross section area and porosity.
Appendix C, Part 2. ExperimentaL summarizes

D/v

measurements for all of the six packed

columns.
Transport kinetics
l:quation (2-12) is an integral part ot the SImulation model. In addition to ,P. D, and V, the
constant.\ IS involved in this equation The basis for measuring ~ is Equation (~ 13). Appendix B, Part 2,
Experimental, summarizes the method of obtammg A and gives experimental results for both Dowex 50
and Filtrasorb 200. Again data processing was completely automated, producing tabular output. graphical
output. and a statistical summary of a "set" of runs
Simulation of column profiles
Solution of Equation (2-2). combmed with Equations (2-4) through (2·12). an explicit scheme. is
feasIble only by numerical techmques Appendix A·l outlines the logic and steps for numerical solution.
ExecutIOn of this explicit numerical scheme IS by a computer program called SORB developed and used in
preViOUS work (Hendricks. 19()5) and improved for this work by adding some additional flexibility in
dealing with kinetics.
Input data to this program are the constants and boundary conditions of Equations (2-2) through
(2 10). as described Output from SORB has the form e(Z)t , .... C(Z)t n This output is both tabular and
graphical: the IatteJ IS by the GERBER plotter (the plotter shb-program still contains a minor bug in curve
plottlllg which was not resolved in the listing given).
The program listing for SORB sample data, and sample output is given

lJ1

Appendix A-2.

Always m explicit schemes of numerical solutions of any differential equatiOn convergence and
stability are potential prublems. The conventional approach in circumventing these difficulties, if they
appeal IS tll ~hange the mesh size, which in this case is the lJ,Z, lJ, t relationship. After suitable mesh sizes
are 1(lund. they are systematically increased until the solutions begin to exhibit some instability, and then
backed oft Production runs are then made with the backed off values of '\ Z and Lt. For the 1965 work
values of t = 005 min and Z = 0.5 cm worked satisfactorily. However, computer time required on an IBM
7070 to SImulate 46 hours of experimental time was 3.5 hours (this was/or P =. 35. D = 1 20 gm/cm 3 , L =
62 cm, D/v =. 093. T =. 2JJ. A = 11.4 cm 2 . C = 1.00 ug/ml, and Q = 50 to 150 ml/min).
o

For the simulation runs attempted for the present work, using SORB aud a CDC 6400, there was
always, for any mesh size but the smallest tried an immediate blow-up, and never was there any mesh size
found that wa< both satisfactory and economical Mesh sizes tried were:

IS

min, /::,.Z = 0.1 cm
to
t = 1.0 min, /::,.Z = 1.0 cm

t

= .001

in various combinatlOm. Flow conditions and initial Rhodamine-B concentrations are shown in Table 3-1.
As indicated, flow ·~onditions are within the range of the 1965 work (Hendricks, 1965); however,
concentrations were seven to three hundred times higher.
After expendmg a considerable amount of time on the explicit scheme. another approach was
developed based upon an implicit scheme for numerical solution. Appendix A-3 summanzes the logic and
method.
Appendix A-4 reviews the computer program SORBT developed using the implicit scheme, giving
the instructions for use. program listing with subroutines (for CDC 6400), and output samples.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
The outcome of this work consists essentially of four parts : (I) measured column profiles for
various imposed boundary conditions, including temperature cycling, (2) measurements and determinations
of independent functions and constants which comprise parts of the simulation model, (3) development of
the simulation model, (4) attempts to verify the simulation model using direct comparison of column
profiles.
Measured column profile
Figures 4-1 and 4-6 inclusive show the results of column profile sampling for six separate column
packings using two sorbents- Dowex 50 resin and activated carbon Filtrasorb 200. These figures are outputs
of program PROFIL, described in Appendix D. The graphs were drawn by hand. The approach in
laboratory testing was to impose a wide enough variety of conditions to sufficiently test the model. Table
4-1 summarizes the boundary conditions tested and also gives the information on the column constants, p,
P, and D/v. Temperature control at 20.cf C was desired, but the actual runs were at 20.5° C.
Although the trends in plotted points are clear and consistent as affected by elapsed time, there is
a degree of erraticism in some of the individual plotted points. The curves don't show the degree of
"picture book" smoothness that might be anticipated. Probably, this was due to measurement errors;
packing could have lacked homogeneity with vertical distance also-but this is not strongly suspected.
However, as the curves become more spread out with distance, the loci of the individual points are well
defined distance profiles.
The variety of boundary conditions are such that several insights can be gleaned empirically from
the profiles in Figures 4-1 to 4-6. As one example, comparing Figures 4-2 and 4-4 shows that high inflow
concentrations of sorbate, combined with low flows, can be sufficiently contained by the packed bed, but
high flow rates will cause a rapid breakthrough. Empirical guidelines could follow from such testing, done
more extensively. But more importantly, this range in boundary conditions provides a wide enough variety
in conditions to adequately test the proposed model.
The results of the column profile measurements during temperature cycling are shown in Figures
4-7 and 4-8. These cycling experiments were done at 191 and 332 hours for Dowex 50 and Filtrasorb 200
respectively. It is quite clear from these two figures that the column profiles are highly sensitive to
temperature.
Measurements of constants and functions
The simulation model consists of the collection of interrelated equations, (2-2) to (2-13) inclusive.
Each of the constants and functions must be measured independently. They are in three groups: (I) porous
media constants, (2) transport kinetic constants, and (3) particle kinetics functions.

Porous media constants. These are the direct constants D, p , and P in Equation (2-2). The
dispersion constant is really characterized best on D/v which is described in Appendix C. The method of
determining the p and P constants are described in Appendix E. Table 4-1 summarizes the results.
Transport kinetics. The new term in Equation (2-12) and the only constant in Equation (2-13) is
A the collision probability term. The determination of this term is outlined in Appendix B. The
experiments were done using a short 32 cm long column and independently of testing done using the
packed columns summarized in Table 4-1.
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Table 4-1. Column operating condi tions and experimental constants.

Column

.....

00

I-D50
II-D50
III-D50
IV-D50
I-FS200
II-FS200
II-T-D50
IIT-FS200

Sorbent
Dowex 50 resin
Dowex 50 resin
Dowex 50 resin
Dowex 50 resin
Filtrasorb 200 activated carbon
Filtrasorb 200 activated carbon
Dowex 50 resin
Filtrasorb 200 activated carbon
area of column = 11.4 cm 2
length of column = 130 cm

Rhodamine-B
feed
concentration
Co()lg/ml)

Flow rate
Q(ml/min)

Temperature
(OC)

Temperature
variation
caC)

6.98
309
309
6.98
309
309
309
309

.72
.72
3.65
3.65
110
40
72
40

24.0
20.5
20.5
20.5
20.5
21.0
10.35
10.35

.5
0
.3

0
0
0.5
cycle
cycle

Dates of
column
operation
(1970)

Column
operating
(hrs)

2/6-3/10
3/20-3/26
4/11-4/11
4/7-4/8
4/23-4/27
5/2-5/14
3/28-3/28
5/16-5/16

784
149
8
18
94.5
332
196
332-342
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Figure 4-1. Measured concentration profiles, Column I-D50.
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The data from Figure B-3c were plotted in Figures B-4 and B-5. The linear plot, Figure B-5 was the
basis for obtaining the constants ANUM and AADD , giving the equation, plotted for each sorbent in Figure
B-4. This function, a rectangular hyperbola, is:

A

A=

NUM

Q

A

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (4-1)

+ ADD

in which
experimental constant in Equation (4-1)
(ml/min x cm- 1 )
A
experimental constant in Equation (4-1)
ADD
(cm- l )
Figure B-4 summarizes results of the determination of A for both Dowex 50 and Filtrasorb 200 columns.
Table 4-2 summarizes these results in terms of the constants of Equation (4-1).

~UM

Particle kinetics. Kinetics have been summarized, in a condensation of Part 1, in Equations (2-4) to
(2-10). All constants and sub-functions from Part I are contained in this earlier discussion, and, more
extensively, in Part 1.

The simulation model
As stated, the simulation model, the major goal of this work, consists essentially of the collection
of Equations (2-2) to (2-13) inclusive. These are not sufficient, however, as there must also be a scheme of
solution of the differential equations. Because of the complexities of the kinetic terms, this must be done
numerically on a computer. Two programs to accomplish this by explicit and implicit numerical schemes
are SORB and SORBT, respectively. Both of these programs work. Each program and its mathematical logic
is described in Appendix A.
SORB. The difficulty in using SORB lies in the problem of finding the proper mesh sizes (IJ.Z and
IJ.t) so that it will run without a "blowup"-or instability. Figure A-2-2 is output for boundary conditions
and mesh sizes as shown (Q = 83.3 ml/min, C = 30.0]Jg/ml; IJ.Z = 0.50, IJ. t = 0.010 min). Program SORB
has an option, shown in Table A-2-1, to outpuOt cards which can be used as input for a later run; this means
that if one wishes to limit the time of the computer run, the succeeding computer run can begin at a time
when the previous one left off. Thus, the start of the Figure A-2-2 run was from a card deck at t = 38.01
hrs. The simulation run was 47h - 38h , or 9 hours of column time; the computer processor time was 340 sec
or 5.67 min. This is about 1.6 hours of simulation time per minute of computer processor time. This time
would be longer as the simulation proceeds because some of the time saving features are not operative as
the "pivot point" progresses.

To find the proper mesh sizes for the above runs took trial and error exploration which is the only
feasible way to find mesh sizes. Larger IJ.t meshes were tried for the conditions of Figure A-2-2, but caused
instability. To get anything meaningful to compare with experimental laboratory columns, one which has,

Table 4-2. Summary of constants for Equation (4-1).
Sorbent
packing
Dowex 50 resin

46

.130

Filtrasor b 200
activated carbon

39

.075
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say, 150 hours of real time to simulate, would require in excess of ] 00 minutes of computer time-about
$500 in cost. Since funds were limited for computer simulations [problems were not anticipated since the
program SORB was developed and used in previous work-albeit using 3.5 hours of IBM 7070 time
(Hendricks, 1965)] and the results were uncertain, this approach was terminated for this set of boundary
conditions.
So another set of boundary conditions (Q = 365 ml/min, Co = 309)J g/ml) was tried with mesh
sizes!::. Z = 0.50 and!::' t :: 0.002 min. It was reasoned that since only 8 hours of real time was necessary to
produce quite elongated concentration profiles, that computer time would be small too. Figure A-2-3
illustrates the results of this attempt to simulate; the negative C/Co values indicate instability. Using smaller
mesh sizes would have been costly again, and so the ability to get output from SORB was constrained by
excessive computer time and lack of funds.
SORBT. In discussing the problems of using SORB, Professor H. J. Morel-Seytoux, Civil
Engineering Department, Colorado State University, recommended that an implicit scheme be used. This
approach actually forces mathematically that the mass balance condition be literally satisfied for each
incremental column slice. Using this approach, time increments of several minutes can be used, and the
distance increment is variable.

To implement the implicit scheme, Professor Morel-Seytoux requested Mr. Purushottam Dass, a
doctoral candidate working under him, to develop a program to execute the simulation modeling solutions
using an implicit scheme. The results of Mr. Dass' report explaining the mathematical formulation of the
scheme is located in Appendix A-3. Appendix A-4 contains the listing of SORBT, the program developed to
implement the implicit scheme and output. The output, seen as Figure A-4-2, is plotted on the microfilm
plotter, shown in Figure A-4-3.
Although program SORBT is operational, it has not been thoroughly tested. The results shown in
Figure A-4-3 do look promising, however, and compare favorably with profiles expected. The program
probably needs some further work in refining the distance mesh size calculation.
Verification of simulation model
The approach anticipated to verify the simulation model was to compare the column
concentration profile output directly with the measured profiles from laboratory columns, using identical
boundary conditions in the simulation model. Because of the time and cost of using SORB and the lack of
final testing on SORBT, there is not sufficient simulation output to give the kind of direct verification
needed.
The simulation model itself, as a collection of differential equations, can be verified by application
of Equation (2-2) on the measured profiles. Since (3C/3 t) does not change appreciably for several hours of
time or at least minutes, it is appropriate to set this term to zero. The 3 C/3 z and a2C/3 z2 terms can be
measured as slopes and slope differences on the profile being analyzed at a given Z and t. From these
measurements, !!!e 3 X/ 3 t term can be calculated. This can be compared then with an independent
calculation of 3X/3 t using Equation (2-4). The X(z) function is determined by apportioning the total mass
of sorbate inflow into the column, at a specified time, in proportion to the sorbate concentration profile.
This method is tedious but it is both necessary and sufficient proof that the model works-but it is not so
vivid as comparing C(Z)t solutions between laboratory measurements and model simulations.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

A simulation model consisting of a collection of interrelated but independent equations was
developed in differen tial form.
Two computer programs, SORB and SORBT, were developed as explicit and implicit numerical
schemes to give computer outputs of "solutions" of the simulation model. The former, SORB, is
costly to use and requires some trial and error effort to determine proper mesh size. The latter,
SORBT, promises to be economical in computer time. It is operational as a program, but it needs
further testing to be routinely operational.
Because solutions of C(Z) were not available from SORB or SORBT, due to the cost of computer
time in continuing, a dire~t verification of the models was not done. An indirect verification could
be done, however, based upon a determination of the kinetic term by two independent methods
(this was not done here).
Experimental methods were developed for sufficiently controlling conditions and measuring
sorbate concentration profiles in operating columns. Data processing steps were fully automated.
The "transport kinetics" phenomenon of column operation was explicated both theoretically and
experimentally and incorporated in the model.

The performance of a packed bed reactor is important in water and wastewater treatment, and is
sufficiently complex to warrant the development of a simulation model-problems of bacterial growths
notwithstanding. The use of such a model would not be a part of routine design practice but it could aid in
the development of design guidelines and in predicting column performance for various conditions of
loading. Possibly this would be through the use of dimensionless groupings of variables. This could be done
by either putting enough money into the running of SORB (several thousand dollars in computer time) or
to further develop and test SORBT to routine operational stages. While pilot testing and laboratory testing
should not be omitted, this could be more strategic and limited if the computer modeling were advanced to
operational stages. Column behavior is highly sensitive to most of the operating variables, flow, feed
concentration, temperature, and kinetic coefficients, resulting in an unpredictable system. The further
development of mathematical modeling is recommended.
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NOMENCLATURE
cross sectional area of column (cm 2 )
concentration of solute reactant in the reactor (mg/ml)
Co
concentration of solute reactant in the flow entering the reactor (mg/ml)
Cvh
van't Hoff constant
C*
equilibrium concentration of sorbate in liquid phase (mg/ml)
C(Z)
functional expression for concentration as a function of distance
l 3C/3t]o net observed rate of reactant concentration change in the reactor (mg/ml/min)
[ac/dt] rate of reaction (adsorption) (mg/ml/min)
2
D
r coefficient of dispersion for the porous media at velocity v (cm /min)
D3
coefficient for sorption rate equation, actually a function
6Ho
standard state enthalpy of adsorption
KC
constan t in kinetic equation for D3
Kx
constant in kinetic equation for D3
P
porosity of the porous media
Qin
flow into the reactor (ml/min)
QR olit
flow out of the reactor (ml/min)
gas constant
elapsed time from a convenient reference point, such as initial introduction of sorbate (min)
t
temperature (0 C)
T
temperature (0 K)
interstitial flow velocity (em/min)
volume of reactor (ml)
sorption capacity on a given temperature isotherm (mg sorbate/gm sorbent)
ultimate sorption capacity of sorbent (mg sorbate/gm sorbent)
concentration of sorbate in solid phase (mg sorbate/gm sorbent)
equilibrium concentration of sorbate in the solid phase (mg sorbate/gm sorbent)
distance along flow path from some convenient reference (em)
length of column (em)
distance in column to point where particle kinetics and transport kinetics sorption rates are equal
(em)
sorbate-sorbent collision probability coefficient
experimental constant used to determine A (em-I)
experimental constant used to determine A (rnl/min x cm- 1 )
micrograms
dry density of the individual granular particles comprising the porous media (gm/cm3 )
A
C

experimental constants in the functional expression for D3
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APPENDIX A
THE MASS BALANCE EQUATION AND ITS SOLUTION
1, Derivation of mass balance equation
The means to obtaining a delineation of C(Z,t) and X(Z,t) is through a solutlOn of the one
dimensIonal mass balance partial differential equation together with a second simultaneous equation
defining particle uptake rate, d XI d 1. For the purpose of aiding comprehensIve and in tUltive insight this
equation is derived in one dimensional form. The point to be emphasized is that although the dIfferential
form of this equation may appear somewhat abstruse to some, it is no more than a simple accounting
system in mathematical form, as Equation (2-3) suggests.
Consider a column slice of thickness 6.Z, cross sectional area A, porosity p, and sorbent density p .
The sorbate transport to and from the slice is by convection, vCA, and dispersion, jA-both expressed as
rates. The term j is the dispersion transport rate per unit of area. If sorption occurs there is an attrition of
sorbate within the slice. The liquid phase composition in the slice will increase or decrease with time
depending upon the magnitudes of the net transport rate and sorption rate.
The above mass balance is expressed mathematically as:

r v C ln - v Cout] A· P + [jin - jout] Ao P
~X

- 6t
Now let

p. 6. Z . A( 1 - P)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A-I)

vC andj be the convective flux and the dispersion flux respectively at the center of the slice. Thus:
--v C.

In

j in

=

=vC
j

d (v C)
dZ

. -6Z
2

vC

6Z
~ .-

dZ

_ -..

out

jout

2

=

= vC +
j

+

d(VC)
dZ '

6Z
2

d' 6Z
~.2
dZ

FIgure A-1 Illustrate5 this formulation. Substitutmg these values into Equation (A-I) gives:

.

~Z

~

J+ dZ

2

6X

- - . p'6ZA(1- P)
6t
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C + d(vC)
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Figure A-I. Mass balance on infinitesimal column slice.

After dividing both sides by,1. • z· P and canceling terms and putting the deltas in differential form,

c (;- C)

dC

dt =

dZ

~
1 - P dX
-dZ-PP-dt

The dispersion flow rate is analogous to Fick's first law and

j

=

-

D

IS

(A-3)

expressed:

cC

(A4)

dZ

where D IS the coefficient of dispersion. Substituting (A-4) into (A-3) and imposing a constant interstitial
velocity gives the final form of the one dimensional mass balance differential equation:

v

dC

dt =

1 - P dX
P--P
dt

. . (A-5)

Thus for the infinitesimal volume element A dZ. the first term is the rate of change of sorb ate
concentration in the liquid phase. the second term (-v -leI i Z) is the net convective transport rate, the third
term (D a2 C/ . z 2) is the net dispersion transport rate, and the last term is the sorption rate to the solid
phase.
In Equation (A-S) there are eight variables; six of them, Z, t, D, p, P, \1, are independent and two
C and X are dependent. Thus there is a second equation for d X/ a t. Throughout the history of previous
efforts directed toward this proble.!!l it is this second equation (for d x/a t) that has caused the difficulty in
obtaining the solutions C(Z,t) and XCZ,t). First of all this second equation sometimes imposes mathematical
difficulties that are insurmountable without simplifying assumptions-which limits the resulting mathematical solution to special cases. Second this second equation is somewhat nebulous to ascertain.
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AP

62Z)

AP

2. Numerical solution of mass balance equation
Solutions for C(Z,t) and X(Z,t) are arrived at by means of a numerical scheme executed on a
digital computer. There are no restrictions on the variables with this type of solution as there are with the
mathematical solutions.
The computing scheme is very simple. First, Equation (A-5) is rewritten in finite form:

.6.C
.6.t

= - v

6.C
6.Z

+

D

6. • .6.C
2
.6.Z

1- P

- p

P

.6.X
.6.t

. . . . . . (A-6)

If the column is considered divided into slices of thickness, 6. Z, and number each slice, using the central
difference method from numerical analysis applied to slice i, the restatement of Equation (A-6) is:

(C i)t+.6.t - (C i) t
=-v

.6.t

. . . . . . . . . . . . . (A-7)

Rearranging Equation (A-7) to solve for the new concentration in slice i after a time increment 6t gives:

(C i \+.6.t - (C i \
.6.t

C. 1 - C. 1

=

1+

v

1-

2 • .6.Z
1- p

- pp

C. 1 - 2C. + C. 1
+D

dX \
• 6.t
( dt ).
l,t

1+

1

1-

.6.Z2

. . . . (A-8)

Equation (A-8,Lallows computation of C(Z,t) where Z is calculated as i o t;z and t is calculated as t2
t t. To obtain X(Z,t) the calculation

( -X.)

1 t

A

+4...l. t

= -X.1

+ (dX)
-=:;:·.6.t
at.
1,t

=\ +

. . (A-9)

is performed.

Now the sorption uptake term ax/ a t must be determined for two cases r(a X/a t)p]it and
]. t
for each slice i, and for each time iteration. The computer program will test each of these
equati~s to\letermine which is smallest; the smallest governs. Thus if Equation (1 i) is representative of
the ( ,j XI d t~ category this equation becomes dimensioned as implied by Equation (A-I 0).
_

I( a XI d t)1

D. t
1,

c.1, t (X::~1, t-X,1, t)
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(A-I 0)

For transport kinetics Equation (19) becomes:

]
[(-dX)
dt F 1,t
.

1 -P
= -P1 P

(v+D.A)"·C.
1

1,t

The subscripts i and t imply a particular column slice,

L

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A-I 1)

considered at a particular time, t.

Thus for a given value of t, [( aX/ d t)p ].
and l( ax/a t)" ]. t are calculated for each column
slice from i = 2 to i = i max in accordance with Eq~ations (A-IO) and (A:-II). The smaller value is used in
Equations (A-8) and (A-9) for a particular i and t.
Also the point where Equation (A-IO) equals Equation (A-II) is called the "pivot point," Z~, as
noted earlier From this point downstream convective-dispersion transport rate is smaller than particle
diffusion (this is known from experimental results shown later) and Equation (20), restated below, is used
to calculate the concentration profile for all Z 2 Z~. Thus for all Z > Z~:

C

i,t

=

C

. . (20)

0

The computing scheme to perform the calculations is mdicated by Equations (A-8), (A-9), (A-IO), (A-II)
for each column slice I,Eom i = 2 to i = i",ax . The time is increased by t:, t and the loop is calculated again,
obtaining new values of X and C at each i for the time t + t:, t.
Also in Equation (A-IO) two additional terms, Di t and X. t * are dependent upon
as indicated in the following:
,1,

X

-

..I"

'I'

i,t

=

ClC.
1,t
X ):<
l+aC
max
i,t

and

X , and C.
l,t

l,t

(A-I2)

(X. c.)
-

D

1. t

=

f

1, t
::::-::;::X·"'t

. . . . . (A-13)

1,t

1,

Equations (A-12) and (A-13) along with Equations (A-I 0) and (A-II) are ascertained
experimentally m other places but are presented here to show their places in the computing scheme.
Equation ( ,\-1 2, IS recognized as the Langmuir isotherm.
Thus EquatlOn ~ A-12) I£. first calculated to obtain ~ t * , then both Di t and Xi t * are used in
Equation (.\ 10) to calculate [( d x/a Or ]i - In the actual computing scheme Equations (A~l 0) and A-I 1)
are calculated only once during a selectea number of time loops. This shortens the computmg time but
there IS a limit tv how many times loops can bypass this calculation and still retain a convergent solutir)ll. It
depends upe,n how fast the particle kinetics change with time, which is unique for a given sorbate-sorbent
system. The computer program implementing this scheme will be indicated later as computer experiments
are discusse d.

Convergence and stability. The solution of a partial differential equation by numerical integration
is not necessarily straightforward. O'Brien, Hyman and Kaplan (1951) discuss the problem in terms of
"convergence" and "stability." They define a as the exact solution of the partial differential equation, t:, is
the exact solution of the partial difference equation, and v is the numerical solution of the partial
difference equation. 1 he difference (a - 6) is called the truncation error; it arises because of the finite
distance between pomts of the difference mesh. To find the conditions under which t:,-+ a is the problem
of convergence
The difference (6 - Iv) is called the numerical error. If the computer were capable of an mfinite
number of decimal places the numerical error would be zero. Other errors may be present but round-off
error is considered the principal one. To find conditions under which (6 - v) is small throughout the entire
region of mtegration IS the problem of stability These problems are discussed further by Hendricks (1965)
as applied to this work.
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2. Simulation of column concentration profiles using program SORB
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Table A2-1. Instructions for preparation of data cards for program SORB.
Card

Col

Format

Variable
Name

l-S

IS

NREAD

Definition

Program option:
NREAD READ PUNCHED
CARD
0
1
2

11
12
13
14
IS

1-18
1-18
l-S
1-12
1-12
1-12
1-12
1-12
1-12
1-12
1-12
1-12
1-12
1-10

16
17
18

1-10 110
1-10 110
1-12 E12.S

KPT

19
20

1-12 E12.S
1 12 E12.S

ALPHA
PVNUM

21

1-12 E12.S

PVADD

2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9
10

3A6
3A6
FS.2
EI2.S
E12.S
E12.S
E12.S
E12.S
E12.S
E12.S
E12.S
EI2.S
E12.S
110

SBATE
SBENT
TEMP

Q
A
P
CO
RHO
DOV
TDEL
ZMAX
TMAX
CLlM
IMAX

Nl
XMAX

no
yes
no

PUNCHED CARD
OUTPUT
yes
yes
no

Sorbate used in column
Sorbent used packing column
Operating temperature of column (OC)
Flow rate (ml/min)
Cross sectional area (cm 2)
Porosity of porous media
Sorbate feed concentration ().1g/ml)
Dry density of sorbent (gm/cm 3)
Dispersion-velocity ratio constant (cm)
Time iteration increment (min)
Maximum length of column used for iterations (cm)
Number of minutes of simulation before termination (min)
Smallest value of C(I) or X(I)
Number of slices in column length ZMAX for iteration
in distance
Time increment for printout of C(Z) output (min)
Distance pnntout increment (cm)
Value of hOrIzontal asymptote or adsorption Isotherm
(llg sorbate/gm sorbent)
Langmuir adsorption isotherm constant (mIl llg sorbate)
Numerator constant in functional relationship to
determine A from Q
Additive constant in functional relationship to
determine A from Q
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cr

C
r
00000]
000003

r
r

000003
00001:>3
000073

oooon
000103
000101
0001't3

000143
000161

0001bl
000163
000164
000170
000171
000173
000171
oon 174
000175
000176
000177
000200
000?01

DI~ENSJON QUO(1009S0).TSUMC200)9CC(2009~0.

C(2000),X(2000).Z(2000)
DBR(2000).XSTR(2000),DXPDT(2000).UXCDT(2000)
DI~ENSION YC(200)
DIMENSION C(lOOO),XIIOOOt.Z(1000)
DIMENSION DBRCIOOO).XSTR(lOOO).DXPDT(loOO),UXCDT(IOOO)
DIMENSION SBENT(3),SRATE(3).QDUM(2)
READ(S,lSl)NREAD
1':;1 FORMAT CISI
RfAD(S.90?)SBATE.SBENT.TEMP
902 FORMAT(3A6/3A6/FS.2)
READ (S. 9002) Q, A,P.CO,RHQ. DOV 9 TDEL, ZMAX" TMAX .eL 1M. IMA.l{oJ,KPT .N19
2KIN
9002 FORMAT(E12.S/E12"S/EIZ.S/EI2.S/E12.S/E12.S/E12.S/E12uSIf12eS/E12.5
?III0/110/110/110)
\
READ SORPTION KINETIC PROPERTIES~EN ECHO CHECK
READ (~.9021)XMAX,ALPHA
~021 FORMAT(£1?S/E12.S)
READ
(S,9010)PVNUM,PVADD
9010 FORMAT(E12.S/E12.S)
wRITE (6. 9003)Q.A,P,CO.RHO,OOV,TDEL,ZMAX,TMAX,ClIM,IMAX.KPT,NI.
2KIN
9003 FORMAT(lH ,SH ECHOCHK/IOX,3H Q=.FI2.o,7H Ml/MIN/IOX,]H A=.FI2.o9
?7H SQ.CM./IOX,JH P=,F12 .. 6/10X.4H CO=.Fl2.6.14H MICROGRAMS/ML/IOX,
35H RHO=,F12 .. 6911~ GM./CU.CM./IOX,SH DOV=.FI2.o,4H Ct4./IOX,bH TOEL=
4.F12.6,4H MIN/IOX.6H lMAX=.f12.o,3H CM/IOX.OH TMAX=.FI2.6,bH MIN
1~/IOX96H ClIM=.EIZ.S,31H SMALLEST VALUE OF C(l) OR X(I)/IOX,6H IMAX
6=.IIO.6X,11H INCREMENTS/IOX,5H KPT:,IIO.6X.19H TIME PRINTOUT INeRI
710X.4H NI=,IIO.6X.19H DIST PR~TOUT INCR/I0X,SH KIN=,IIO.6X,
Q40H ITERATION INCREMENT THRU f< INETICS (MIN)>>
WRITE (6,9004)XMAX,ALPHA.PVNUM,PVAOD,TEMP
9004 FORMATflH .10X,6H XMAX=,flS.6,19H UGM .. RH-B.lGM RESINIlOX,7H ALPHA:
2,F12.6.12H ML/UG. RH-B/IOX,1H PVNUM=,F12.6,lOH CM SQ/MIN/IOX,7H PV
~AOD=9F12.6,8H (1/CM.)/llX.7H TEMP =,r9.1,6H DEG C)
r
INITIALIZING AND DEFINING OF TERM~
1<0
CO
KDO = KPT
Ir(KDO .IT. KIN)KDO = KIN
aOUM(}) ;: 0.026
QOUM(2) ;: 1.
KPTD
I(PT
r
(

000003
000003
000003
000003
000001
000011
000011
000023
00002'3

PROGRAM SORB
lCINPUT,OUTPur.PUNCH,TAPES=INPUT,TAPE6=OuTPUT,TAPE7=PUNCH)
HE~DRICKS. SORPTION IN POROUS MEDIA
RHODAMINE-B AND 16 - 20 MESH DOWEX SO KFSIN
CALCLATING UNITS*USE GM-CM-MIN SYSTEM EXCEPT USE UG FOR SOLUTE WEIGHT
TERMS CLIM, NT, NI. AR~ NOT USED IN PROGRAM
REAL KSTE~P9KITEMP9KST.KIT.KSX,KIX,KS,KJ'LAMHDA
REAL KTSS.KTSI,KTIS,KTII.KSIT,KIIT
DI~ENSioN QUO(200,50).VC(200)
DIMENSION
DIMENSION

=

KK

=0

KJ = 0
Kr)UM
2
KKPR
0

=

Z (1)

ITER
KIMI

O.

= ()
O.

Figure A-2-l( 1). Listing of Program SORB.
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000202
000203
000205
000205
000210
000213
000214
000216
000217
000221
000221
CJ00222

000224
000226
000227
000231
000234
0002 ... !
000260
000260
000261
000263
000264
000266
000267
000271
000272
000274
000276
000301
000104
000310

IN :: 1:.. 0
:: 2 .. 118

f

° ::

=

=

=

KSX ::: -.lS
K1x
0.2A

=

KTSS :: -245.
KTS!
.. 98
KTIS : -.0025
KTII :

r

=
=
=

C

000404

.0) 3

TASS :: TEMP .. 273 ..
K5T£~P ::: KTSS/TABS .. KTSI
KITEMP = KT1S*TEMP .. KTII
KSIT ;: KST*(lO.**KSTEMP)
KIlT:: KIT*(lO.**K1TEMP)
ISOTHERM IS ALSO A FUNCTION OF TEMPERAT'JRE
AEXP
-1870.
AeON = 5.68
XMULT = 276000.
XMEXP : -.05
XMCON
5.5
ALPHA
10.o*(AEXP/TABS .. ACON)
XMAX
XMULT - 10.**(XMEXP*TEMP .. XMCON)
CALCULATIONS TO PRdVIDE VALUES FOR VARIA8LES AT TIME
DO 10 I=2.IMAX
X(I)=O.
AI:I
Z(I) :: (AI-l.S)*OELl
PROD = ABs(PV*Z(I»
IF(PROD - 15.)388,389,389
C(I) : Cn/( EXP(PV*Z(I»)
GO TO 390

=

000314
000316
000317
000321
00032;:>
000324
000333
000343
000345
000346
000347
0003S?
000354
000357
00036f00036h
000370
000370
000376

=

"SUM
o.
PD = RHO*ll.-Pl/P
II = Q/(A*P)
OOV*"
MAXT :: TMAX
TIME=O.
CIM2=CO
CIMl=CO
CClt
CO
IMJ(MI ::: IMAX - 1
AIMAX :: IMXMl
DELZ :: lMAX/AIMAX
DELZ", ::: OELZ/2e
P" : PVNUM/Q .. P"AOO
P~VPV
«V+PV*D)*PV)/PO
WRITE(6,982)PO.V,O,OELl.PV,POVpv
9A2 FORMATCIHO,lOX.*PD =*,FlS.5/10x.*V =*.ftS.5/10X.*0 =*.fIS.S/lOX,
2*OELl :::*,F15.S/IOX,*PV :::*,flS.5/10x,.PDvPV a•• fIS.S)
r
ALL CONSTANTS BELOW ARE SPECIFIC fOR A PARTICULAR SOR8ATE-SORBENT SYSTEM
KST
-1.
I(IT
+1.

1~8

0

=

31-19 CO)
CUM
390 CONTINUE

r
r

XSTR(J) ;: (ALPHA*C(1) /(1 ... ALPHAtrtC(U n*XMAX
DBQII) ;: .004}7/(C(I) **0.19)
oxeDT AND OXPDT ARE PARTIAL DEQIVATlvES FOR CONV-OISPR AND PARTICLE
CONTROLLED SORPTION RATE. RESPECTIVtLY
DXCDr (J) :: POVPv*c (I)

Figure A-2-1 (Continued).
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000406
000414
0004J7
0004U
0004'-,7

10 DXPDT(I)

= DBR(I)*(XSTR(I)

- X(I»*C(I)

~RITE(1)9904)KST,KIT'KSX'KIX~KTSS'KTSI9KTIs,K'II

904 fOPMAT(lHOIIIOX,*KST =*.FlSoS/lOX.*KlT =*.F15oS/IOX,*KSX =*,FlS.SI
210X.*~IX =*.FlS.S/lOX,*KTSS =*.flS.5/10x.*KTSI =*.flS.S/!OX.
~*KTIS =*.vlS.S/10X,*KTlI =*,FlS.5)
WRITE(69900)KSTEMP,KITEMP.KSIT.KIIT,ALPHA,XMAX
400 fORMAT(lHO,IOX,*KTEMP=*.ElS.5/10X.*KITEMP=*,ElS.S/10X,*KSIT=*,
2E15.5/10X,*KIIT=*,E15e5/10X*ALPHA=*9~15.S/10X9*XMAX=*,EI5.5)

WRITf(6,901) (I.l(I).C(II.XSTR(I).DBR(I).DXCDT(I).DXPDT(I),I=2.

0004<:; 7

30

.,. 1 )

000<)04
000504
000':>06
00053c
000')32
00054')
000545
OOO:,t,O
000560
000573
000573
000601)
000606
000606
000610
OOOAII
000613
000615
000616

00061:'0
000622
00062'+
000631
000641
000642
000650
0006~7

000660
000662
000670
000673
000675
000676
000677
000701
000703
000706

~Ol

FORMAT(lHO,2X,I5.6(£15.5,3X»)
If(NREAD .NE. I)GO TO 152
READ IN PI)NCHED OUTPUT (OBTA INED WHEN pc:)EV rous RUN WAS TERMINATED I
r
READ(S.904})TIME,V,u,PDVPV .VSUM.ZN,KDUM,KPTO
Q041 F0RMATC4FI5.5/2f15.5.IS.120)
READ (5.9042) (C« I 191=2, IMAX,l)
~04? FORMAT(4E16.6)
READ(S.9043) (XCI) 91=2dMAX.U
Y043 FO~MAT(4E16.6)
READ (5,9C45)(DXPDT(I),I=2.IMAx.l)
~045 FORMAT(4E16.6)
READ (S.9046)(DXCOT(I),I=2,IMAX.l)
Y046 FORMAT(4E16.6)
15? CONTINUE
HFGIN TIMf LOOP (TIME IS INCREASED BY TOEL AT EVERY PASS THRU THIS POINT)
NTIMf = TIME
25 CTMl=CO
KC
C(2)
IF(KC .LT. O)GO TO 9055
r
IF(KC .GT. KO)GO TO 9055
C
KNT = 1
~EGIN ITERATION THRU COLUMN FROM BEGINiNG SLICE AT 1=2 TO LAST SLICE. IMAX
r
00 30 I=2.IMAl(
KNT = KNT • 1
HERE wE MAKE THE CHOICE WHETHER PARTICLE KINETICS OR CONV-OISPR TRANSPORT
r
GOVERNS UPTAKE RATE TO SoLID PHASE AND PROCEED ACCORDINGLY
C
FOLLING CARD TO BE REMOVED AFTER STABILITY CHECK
IF(OXCDT(}) .LEo DXPDT(I»GO TO 11
IF(I .Ll. IMAXIGO TO 22
wE DO BACrWARD DIFFERENCE AT LAST SLICE ONLY (BECAUSE SLICE AT IMAX+l DOES
r
NOT EXISTl
CONV = V*(C(I)-CIMI ) /(I.*DELZ)
OISPR=D*(C(I)-2.*CIMl
'CIM2) ICDELZ**?)
GO TO 23
22 CONV=V*(C({+ll-CIMl
l/C2.*DELZ)
uISPR=D*(C(I.l)-2.*C(I)'CIMl
)/(OELZ**2)
23 CIM2=CIMI
CIM1=C(J)
MASS BALANCE CALCULATION TO GIVE NEW CONCENTRATION AT SLICE I
CCI)=C(I),(-CONV+DISPR-OXPDT(I)*PO)*TDEL
X(Il=XCIl+DXPDTC!)*TDEL
IF(C(l) .. LT. CLHOGO TO 36
GO TO 30
11 CoPRI=CIMl

=

IN

= l(l)

ZK = ZN - DELlH
IF(KNT .LE. KDUM)GO TO 13
KDUM
KNT

=

Figure A-2-1 (Continued).
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000706
000710
0007}3
000714
000717
0007?4
000726
000130
0001"37
000737
00074.:000744
00075?
000754
00075F>
00071-. ~
0007~4

000766
000170
000172

000774
001033

001033
001037
001037
001043
001043
00105~

001055
001103

UO 60 J = KNT.IMAX
PlJK
pv*(zeJ) - ZK)
PROD = ABS (PIJK)
IF(PROD - 15.)308.36.36
~r,A '. (J) = COPR II ( ExP (PZ JK n
OXCD1(J) = PDVPY*C(JI
If (C(J) .LT •• OOOHGQ TO 36
60 X f I) = )( (J) + POVPy*C (J)*TD£L
GO TO 36
30 CONTINUE
13 I)f) 70 JJ = KNT,IMAX
(
IF PIVOT POINT 00£5 NOT SHIFT cel) DOES NOT CHANGE FOR ALL Z .GT.
r
ONLY NEw VALUES OF XCI) ARE NEEDEO
70 x· JJ) =X(JJ) .. POVPV*C(JJ)*TDEL
36 TJ~E = TIME + TOEL
UQ 40 I = 1,IMAX
40 YC(I) = C(ll/cel)
... OURS = TYME/60.
NTIME = TIME
IF(NTIM£ .NE. KPT01GO TO 41
VSIJM = Q*TlME/lOOO.
LAMBDA
pV
WRITE(6,200) Q,P,SBENT.CO,lAMBOA.SBATE,hRHO,ALPHA.lMAX,XMAX,T£MP,
20ELZ.TDEl
200 FORMAT(lHl/52X*COLUMN PROFIlES*/J1)(·~UM£RICAL SOLUTION TO MASS SAL
lANCE EQUATION*///,!OX*COLUMN OPERATING CONDltIONS*.12X*POROUS MEOI
?A PROPERTIES* .. 23X *SORPrION PROPERTlFS*//13X*fLOIiI RATE. Q =*.f6.1,
3
lX*ML/MIN*.Z5X*POROSITV. p =*.f5.c ,4X*SORSENT*.lX,3A6/12X*fEEO
4CONC. CO =*.F9.5,lX*UGM/Ml*,8X*COLl. PROBe COEf •• LAMBDA =*.F6.2,1
~X*1/CM*98x*SORBATE*'IX.3A6/18X*AREA, A :*,f6.2.31X*OENSITY, RHO =*
69F~.291X*r,M/CC*.9X*ALPHA =*.Fll.S91X*~/U6M */16X*lENGTH, l =*,f5.
11.67x*XMAX =*.Ell.5,lX*UGM/uM*/19X*TEMP,T =*,f5.1.1)(*0£6 C*I/IOX*I
aTfRATION INCREMENTS*I
919X*OELTAZ =*9FS.2.1X*CM*/l~X.OElTAT =*.F6.J,lX*MIN*///)
TABLE HEADING FOR OUTPUT
wRITE (6,900S)
"i005 FORMAT(lH .SH TIMf.3x.4H VOL. 4X.
10'" PIV PT ZN, SX.2H 1,1X.$H
2DIST,5X,SH C/CO,9X,SH CONC, 8X.5H XBAR. 9X,6~ DXPDT. 7x.6H OXCDTt
WRITE (6,Q020)
9020 FORMAT(lH .6H (HRS).2X,4H (l),7X.5H (CM).15X.5H (CltH,11Jl.8H lUG/Hi..
?1,4X,AH ('IG/GM).1X.21H W6 RH-8/G~ RESIN/MIN)
47 WRITE
(6.9007)HOURS.VSUM.ZN
9007 FORMAT(lH .F7.2.F7.2.~~.2)
WRTTf(6.90131(I,l(I).VC(I).C(I).X(I),OXPOT(lt.DXCOT(IJ,I=2,IMAx,NI
2)
9013 FORMAT(IH ,JOX,I592X.Fllo3,FlO.3t2X9l12.592X.E12.5~2X,E12.5,2X.E12

=

Z~

SO

=

?5)

001103
(

c

r
001105
001107
001111
001111
00111 c

KPTD = KPTO + KPT
EXPERIMENTAL fLOW'RATE VARIATION IS DUPLICAT£D BELOW
INSERT HERE ANY NEro CALL FOR Q SUBROUTlNE If Q VS TiME .NE. 0
CALL FlOw(TIME,A.p,DOV,PO.POVPV.V,D)
41 ITER = ITER + 1
IF(ITER .LT. KDO) 60 TO 2S
SO CONTINUE
ITER:: 0

c

DO 80 I = 2.IMAX
RECALCULATE NEW PARTICLE KINETICS fOR EACH COlUMN SlICE 8ASED UPON NEW
VALUES OF X(I) AND C(l)

Figure A-2-1 (Continued).
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001114
001111

0011"'-,
001130

0011 -4
0011 ... 2
001146
0011'-1
OOllS<+
00115')
0011--1
001P,1
Oullf~

IF(CCII .J T • • 001)GO TO 80
XSTR(J)
IALPHA*CCl) 100 + ALPHA-CU) H*XMAX
r
CALCULATION OF DBAR3. wHERE LOG(DBARJ)
KS*LOG(C)
~ND KS = KSX*(XBAR/XSTAR) + KST*lO.**(KSTEM~)
C
A~D KI = K!X*(XBAR/XSTAR) + KIT*lO.**IKITEMP)
KS
KSX*~(I)/XSTR(I) + KSIT
KJ
KIX*x(I)/XSTR(!1 • KIlT
ORR(I)
kI*(C(I)**K~)/60.
DKPDT(I) = DBRCI)*(XSTP(I) - X(I»)*C(I)
aXCDTII) = PDVPV*CIII
HO CONTINUE
CALL SECONU(CPTIME)
[F(CPTIME oGTo 340.)GO TO ~8
('0 TO 75
~q IFCNREAD .EQ. 2)GO TO 99
r:PIIf\JCH CARDS GO HERE
r
~QITE PUNCHED OUTPUT HERE
~o">c:; Cl)tIlTINUE

=

=
=

=

=

'NQJH <7.9056)TIME.V.D,POVPV

OOlUd

001207
001207

90S~

OOI22?
001222

9US7 FO~MAT(4El6.6)

WPITE(7.9058) (X(I),I=2.IMAX,1)
90SR FORMAT(4E}6.6)

001235
1)0123:'

o1IRITE.(7,9059) CDXPDT(I).I=2,Ir.tAX.l)

OOPSO
OOP'::lO

~059

001263

~060

00126]

001307
00132?
00133">
00 1 ~t,O
0011>-3

.VSUM.ZN.KDIJJlhKPTD

FOQMAT(4F15.5/2F15.5.15,I20)
llioIT~ 17,9('57) (CCIhI=2tIMAX.I)

FOQMAT(4EJ6.6)
wPITE(7.90601 (UXCDTCI),I=2,IMAX.l)
F0PMAT(4E16.6)
WP ITE (6,90561 T 1Mb V \I D,POVPV 9 VSUM, ZN,KDlIM.KP TO
~PITE(699057) CCCI),I=2,IMAX,1)
\liP I TF (699058) C)( ( I) 9 1=2. IMAX ,1)
wPITE(6.9n59)(DXPOT(I),I:2.IMAX,1)
WRITE(6.9060)(OXCDT(II.I:2.IMAX,l)

(jq

r

0013h3

CONTINUE
INSERT PLoT

SUB-PRO~RAM

E~n

Figure A-2-1 (Continued).
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HERE

+

KI

('"ORE 1>46.1'

13.57.40.
NOR",AL
CONTROL
000100
OJ4177
000000
000000
---T IME---lOAO MODE - - l l - - l ?-----TYPE---------------USER---+ +---CAl.l-------------FWA LOAO--lWA LOAO--BlNI< COMN--lENG TH-I'WA L"AOER
072711
FillA TABU,
011015
.P40GR AM---- AOORESS--LA8ELEO---COMMON-"OR'"
000100
FXP
021>466
<;YSTf'"
026545
SCOPE2
026545
ALt~LO(,
027645
P8ARf~
027734
<;ECON~
030013
;£ TBA
030037
'IIjPUT'
030056
.OOfP
030111
KRAKER
031436
'lUTPT,032477
.;10$
032<;11
----U"':-A TISFIEO EXTERNAlS----REfERENCES

'" CHClCHI(

Q=
83.300000 ML/MIN
A=
11.400000 SO.CM.
P=
.300000
Co=
30.000000 MICROGRAMS/Ml
RHO=
1.310000 ,,"'.ICU.CM.
oov=
.620000 CM.
TUEl=
.010000 MIN
lMAX=
1'>0.000000 CM
TMAX ="0000.000000 '" IN
CLfM", 1.000001:-10 SMAllEST VAlUE OF CII' OR xII)
IMAX=
121
INCREMENTS
KPT=
60
T 1M!:. PRINTOUT INCR
NI=
5
OIST PRINTOUT INCR
KI~'=
S
{TERATION INCREMENT THRIJ KINETlCS
XMAX=
~44000.000000 UGM. ~H-B/GM RESIN
ALPHA"
.200000 Ml/UG. RH-B
pV~H)"=
I 7.000000 CM SO/M IN
PVll,Dn=
.157000 (}/CM.I
TE/.O"
;>0.5 OEG C

t

PI'

=

v =
nELl =
DV =
D[}VPV =

~

'>T

• IT
><S~
~Ix

KTSS
><T<; 1

KTIo.
"rII
KTn"',,:
~ITE~;..=

I<:'IT=
>< I IT=
ALPhA:

Figure A-2-1 (Continued).

'.n5667
c4.151-73
15.10}17
.50000
.31'-108
,.52137

-1.00000
I .00000
-.15000'
.78000
-24~.00000

.98000
-.00250
.01300
1.45247E-Ol
-1.82<';00E-02
-1.3971I'>E+00
9.15693E-Ol
2.035?6E-Ol

(MINI

',UMEoJrCAL

COL'IM"! " .. Of IU,S
SOLUTION fll MASS BALANCt:. [OUArION

"'Of./OU~

- • r ~. '"
.,,,1' r l)
h .. ' A. A
"IT~.

l

',MP,T
('kA'I'"

(H,... .... )
~ ....... j)

,i1,1

1,'J

reM)
1.75

Il'
0

.30
.36 I/CM
I d l GM/CC

II)N Pf./OPtwTIE5

SORHENT
OOWEX 50 R[SIN
SORBA TI:
RHOOAM INE-fl
ALPHA =2.03">26E-OI Ml/IJG'1
X'1AX =£,.4hl .. 6E+O"> Ul>M/(;M

INCRt>ENT<.,
,tt fAt
.~O CM
,tL TAT ~
.010 "11',

III "'T

1 J ,v

~ORPT

MEOlA PROPt:.RT IES

POROSITY, P
COLl. PROt;. COtF •• lAMBDA
DI:NSITY. RHO

ML, M J N
30.00000 J(,~/ML
11.4f)
"'0.0
20." dEl> C
A 3.3

,,(

.. ,

• ;>'>0
• 1'>0

Ie

.... ~'J(;

17

7.7':>0
10.2''>0
I?1':>0
1'>.2':>0
11.1':>0
2,) .2">0

22

C7
3e
H
.. ?

"I
"<'
':>1
he
b7
7t::
77

1:1':
81
92
'17
10c
107
112
III

,'>. 1~0

e5."'>0
27.7'>0
-'0.250
J? 1">0
..1::>.2'>0
H.7':>0
'+0.2'>0
.. 2.750
.. ~.2~0

.. 1.7'>0
-,0.250
~2. 7">0
':>5.2'''>0
':17.7':>0

CONe
(!Ju/'ll)

Lie'"'

• '1

<'. 7'i83':1E +0 J
1.J3133E +01
,>.J9817[·00
2.1HH81E -DO
tl"i"l498f-OI
j . '::d85bE: -0 I
1.4591IE-OI
-,.':d62<)f-02
2 .3988 .. 1'. -02
'1.72681E-03
3.9,+395E-03

~ ~

• 4,. ...

.1 110
.073
• 0 10
.OIC

• on..,
.1)0<'
• 00 I
.000
• 000
.000
.000
.000
• 000
.000
.000
• u()O
.UOO
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

1.~9"16E-OJ

6.'+d414f-04
2.6'>914E-04
1.06604E-04
3.60850E-0':>
1.46314E-05
1.0oOOO["-lu
I.OOOOOE-lu
1.00000E-10
1.00000t-IO
1.00000E-10
1.000001'.-10
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Figure A-2-2. Sample output, Program SORB, illustrating behavior of simulation model using .010 min.
time increment.
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Figure A-2-3. Output Program SORB for .002 min. time increment, illustrating instability.
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3. Implicit scheme of numerical solution of model differential equations l

INTRODUCTION
In one dimensional flow of a solvent (with dissolved solute) through a saturated homogeneous
porous media, in which the solute (also sorbate) sorbs on the granular material (sorbent), the concentration
of that solute species in the liquid phase C(Z,t) and in the solid phase, X(Z,th will vary with time, t, and
distance, Z. The fundamental principles relevant to the solutions of C(Z,t) and X(Z-t) as outlined previously
are restated here so as to create basis for its numerical solution. The main purpose of this study is to
develop an implicit finite difference scheme to enable a numerical solution for C(Z,t) and X(Z,t) from the
related mathematical model.
Such solutions are useful in designing and in specifying operation or ion-exchange and adsorption
columns, and in evaluating the movement characteristics of a groundwater contaminant.

MA THEMATICAL DESCRIPTION
A conventional mass balance analysis on a column slice of infinitesimal thickness results in the
differential equation of the following form.

de
-~

P

=

1 - P

P

ex. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
dt

(A-3- 1)

in which

C

concentration of sorbate species in liquid phase (gm/ml)
time from a convenient reference point, such as initial introduction of the
sar ba te (min)
distance from beginning of flow path (cm)
interstitial flow velOCIty (cm/min)
coefficient of dispersion for the porous media at velocity (cm2 /min)
density of the individual granular particles comprising the porous media
(gm/cm3 )
porosity of the porous media (expressed as a fraction)
concentration of sorb ate species in the solid phase (gm sorbate/gm sorbent)

z
v

v

D
p

X

The variables V, D/v, P , and P can be easily evaluated for the system. If the flow rate into the
system at any time t, be denoted by Q(t) then

v

= Q(t)
AP

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A-3-2)

where A is the gross cross-sectional area normal to the flow direction.

1By Mr. Purushottan Dass.
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The coefficient of dispersion, D is observed proportional to the velocity V. The coefficient of
proportionality. y, for the system is evaluated experimentally.
The kmetic term, () XI d t is most difficult to evaluate. Either of two kinetic mechanisms, particle
kinetic mechanism and convective dispersion mechanism, may be rate limiting (Hendricks, 1965). From
batch sorptIOn tests (X vs t), this phase diffusion mechanism is best described by
. . . (A-3-3)

where

~JX/dt~ =

kinetic term when solid phase diffusion is rate controlling
diffusion coefficient in solid phase (gm-ml/gm-min)
X*
equilibrium concentration of sorbate in the solid phase, corresponding to the
liquid phase concentration, C: (gm sorbate/gm sorbent)
The isotherm X* is given by

=

D

x
X

ex C~:~
1 +cx C~:<

=
IT1

. . . . . . . (A-3-4)

where
Xm

ultimate capacity of the sorbent (gm sorbate/gm sorbent)
Langmuir coefficient
equilibrium liquid phase concentration (gm/mI)

ex,

C*

To evaluate X* however C in place of C* may be used. X and a both are sensitive to
temperature This strong temperature sensitivity may cause consideraille instability in the measured
concentration profiles (Hendricks, 1965).
The term i5 in Equation (A-3-3) can be empirically expressed by

=

D
where 0,1 ' .x

2

,1.

[u

1

60
3

, and

.X 4

fa ~ +a l

1

:* +u }J
2

3 X"

4j

. . . . (A-3-5)

are experimentally known constants for a given system.

Another mechamsm known as convective-dIspersion mechanism is rate limiting for the portion of
the C(z)t profile (symbol C(z)t refers to concentration profile at a fixed time) from the pivot point (also
inflection pomt) forward. (See Figure A-I.) In this reach of the system the sorbate is sorbed as quickly as it
is delivered to the sor bent neighborhood, and d C/ d t ~ 0. in this reach, the concentration profile is best
expressed by

= C
in which

t

o

e

-A(t).z'
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A-3-6)

.
Co

concentration of sorb ate species in liquid phase at the pivot point, i.e., is equal
to C(z~)
z
the ~ivot point location
o
Z
z-z o
A( t)
Collision probability coefficient
Using Equations (A-3-1) and (A-3-6) and noting that () C/ () t ~ 0,

et
(ex)

= -1
CD

P

1 _P

[v- + D·

A(t)]A(t) .. C(z) . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A-3-7)

P
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Figure A-3-t. Illustration of model components showing zones of influence of governing equations (after
Hendricks, 1972).
The term A in the above expression is determined experimentally by the use of Equation (A-3-6)
and empirically can be best expressed by

A =

13 1

Q (t)

+ 132

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A-3-8)

where Bland B 2 are experimentally obtained constants for a given sorbate-sorbent system.
Solution to the mathematical model
In the development of the mathematical model two main kinetic mechanisms are explained. One is
the particle kinetic (a XI d t)eD ; expressed respectively by Equations (A-3-3) and (A-3 -7). Smaller of these
two kinetics shall be rate controlling in their respective reaches in the z-direction.
Initial and boundary conditions
Let at any time t, C (t) be the feed concentration to the system and let Q(t) be the inflow which
just reaches the top surface ofthe systems. The initial and boundary conditions then are:
Initial conditions:
@ t

= 0,

C(z)t

X (z \

=
=

0

(z -:/: 0),

0,

and

dX
(-at )

I

= 0, and
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A-3-9)

CD t
C(z=O)t

=

Co(t).
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Boundary conditions:

@ z=o, C(t)

= C (t), and

z

0

. . . . . . . . . " . . . . (A-3-10)

\_

(~X
(~X)
at )p - at CD

@pivotpoint(z=zol),
Initial pivot point location:

Combining Equations (A-3-3), (A-3-4), and (A-3-5) we get

(dX)
dt p

=

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A-3-ll)

in which

{a x

1

Al

(l+aC)
X etC

3

m

·C
= 60
X

A

Z

A3

=

1 - X

a+~
4

ct

C
l+aC

= ct1X + ct z

+

m

,

and

.......................

~ +:C~"

(A-3-12)

m

To meet the
initial conditions given by Equation (A-3-9), C'0 = O. For this case at t = 0 when )((z)t = 0 and
,
at z = 0 Co -+ 0 [because of diffusion term in Equation (A-3-1)], we obtain from Equation (A-3-l1) as

(~~)

= 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A·3·l3)

p
Equation (A-3-7) at t

= 0 and z = 0 gives

(~~)CD =

0..............................

Comparison of Equations (A-3-l3) and (A-3-14) locates the pivot point at the top where z = z

o

(A·3·14)

= o.

Pivot point movement in the early stages of the flow:
With incr~ase in time the value of C~ shall necessarily go on increasing at the top so long as
XI d t) .. Since pivot point still remains at the top, the value of C~ there can be evaluated
by the mass balance equa1ion directly.
_

(d X/3 t)CD < (d

Mass input per unit time is equal to mass increases in the system per unit time, so

Q(t) .. C (t)

o

=~
dt

+

r

lJ

00

0

C' (t).e-A(t).z dz·AP
0

...........

Jeo (~~)
o

dt A(l-P)PdJ

j

CD
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(A-3-15)

Replacing (3 X/3 t)eD by Equation (A-3-7) and noting that D = y

d
I
dt Co(t)

+ [v(t)

(

1 + r A (t)

)

1
A(t) - A(t)

vand Q(t) = APv(t) we get

dA (t)
dt

or say

dC~(t)

+ F(t) C'0 (t)

dt

= G(t)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A-3-16)

in which

1
A (t)
G(t)

= -; (t)

Co (t) A(t)

dA (t)
dt

and

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A-3-17)

The general solution of Equation (A-3-16) for the known boundary conditions is

,
Co (t)

j
=

f

t
G(T)

T

F(u) du

eO

dT
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A-3-18)

Equation (A-3-18) will give the value ofC' (t) so long as the pivot point remains at the top, i.e., so
o

long

Implicit finite difference scheme
When the pivot point starts moving down, then at each time step the distance by which the pivot
point moves down as compared to its previous location, is assumed and Equations (A-3-l) and (A-3-3) are
solved at the chosen set of grid points. At the assumed location of the pivot point the two kinetic rates as
given by Equations (A-3-3) and (A-3-7) are compared. If the difference is not within the permissible limits a
fresh estimate for the location of the pivot point is made and the above given procedure is repeated. When
the pivot point is correctly located then the procedure is repeated for the next time step. At each time step
profiles C(z\ and X(z\ are calculated. These values below the pivot point are calculated by Equations
(A-3-6) and (A-3-7).
The particle kinetic rate (3 X/3 t)p is highly nonlinear. Its reasonable estimate is obtained by

TaYI(

i¥):rf:m tS(~~W)J~~ ::::~i:l~~; S(~~;j::::g;;Z)
+

[d

dX

(~~) pJZt-.6t(t)

order terms . . . . .

t - C (z \ -M( t)

[X(z)t _ X (Z)t_L>.t(t)J

+ ••.

1

higher

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A-3-19)
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Neglecting higher order terms,

[(~~)J:

= Kl +KZ[C(z\
+ K3

- C(z){t_6t(t»1

[X(z)t - X (z) (t-.6.t(t)) ] . . . . . . . . . . . . (A-3-20)

in which

K2

=

K3 =

[aaCat
(ax) JZ
p

t -.6. t (t) ~

[aax (~~) J

and

.....................

(A-3-21)

p. t-.6.t(t)

Differentiating Equation (A-3-I!) with respect to C and

X, respectively

AAA

123

+A

a LI(~~) ]

aX

_ _X_ _ , and . . . . . . . (A-3-22)

3

X

rn

aC

2

=

p

. (A-3-23)

By backward finite differencing (see Figure A-3-2a)

2+h
( 1 +h )~ t (t ) X (z) t -

l+h

-

h~ t ( t) X

(z) [t - ~ t (t )]

1

~+ (l+h)h~t(t) "X(Z)[t-(l+h)~t(t)J
52

. . . . . . . . (A-3-24)

in which

h

=

b.t[t-b.t(t)]
b.t(t)

. . . (A-3-25)

By comparing Equations (A-3-19) and (A-3-24) solve for X(z) in terms of the only unknown C(z) which
t
t
reduces to'

x

(z)t

=

K4 C(z)t - KS . . . . . . . . . . . ..

. . . . . . . . . . . (A-3-26)

in which

K2

K4

=- - 2 - + h - - - - '
( 1 +h)b. t (t)

- K

and . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A-3-27)

3

. . (A-3-28)

Using the value of X(z)t from Equation (A-3-26) into Equation (A-3-19) get

. . (A-3-29)

in whIch

2+h

= (l+h)b.t(t)
K7

=

. . . ..

K 4 , and . . . .

(A-3-30)

2+h
K + 1 +h X ( )
( 1 +h) b. t (t )
S hb. t (t )
Z {t - b. t (t ))
1
- (l+h)hb.t(t) X (Z)(t-(l+h)b.t(t)) . . . . . . . . . .

. (A-3-31)

Also by backward fimte differencing, it can be written

[ ~CtJtZ
o

=

2+h
C(
l+h C( )
(l+h)b.t(t)
z\ - hb.t{t)
Z {t-b.t(t))
1

+ (1 +h )hb. t (t)

C ( z) (t - ( 1 +h) b. t (t ))
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. . (A-3-32)

MONOTONIC FUNCTION, F (t,z)

t-(t+h)~t(t)

t~
Time, t
2 + h F ( z) ( 1 +h) t. t ( t)
t

1 + h

h~ t ( t)

F ( z ){t - t:. t ( t)} +

....

I

( 1 +h) h ~ t ( t )

F ( z ){t _ ( 1+1)
1

~ t ( t )J

J

a. BACKWARD FINITE DIFFERENCING

MONOTONIC FUNCTIONs F ( t,z)

..-..
N

...

z+8~z(z)

Z

.. 141
01 STANCE, Z----~Z(Z)

r. oF]

Z

L°zJt

=

lIZ~Z)
2

8~1!8)

[

F(t){Z+8l1Z(Z}

[1
F(t){
}'
8(1+8)
z+8~z(z)

I:.z 2 (z)

1;8

8~Z(Z)--....j

F(t)z- 1!0

+ ..1..- F (t)
8

z

b. CENTRAL FINITE DIFFERENCING

Figure A-3-2. Unequal spacing finite differences formula used in this report.
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F(t){Z-lIZ(ZJJ

+ _1 F(t){
1+8

}U

z-~z(z)U

From central finite differencing at unequal spacing

D~I = ~z\z) [e( 1+9)
1

C(t) {z+Mz(z»)

1 -9 C(t)z - _8_ C(t)(
1 +8
z -.6. (z)
8
u

}J .........

(A-3-33)

and

~

.6.z (z)

1
[9( 1 +8) C(t) (z+8.6.z(z))

1 C (t)z
8

+ _1_
1 +8

)J-" . . . . . . . . . .(A-3-34)

C (t) (

z -.6. z ( z )

in which
increment in z-direction such that z = {z - !::, z(z) } + !::'z(z); (see Figure A-2-2b),
and
the ratio of distance increment to its preceding increment, (see Figure A-2-2b).

!::, z(z)

e

Procedure to solve the basic differential equation
For the sake of convenience first time step may be chosen as small as necessary so as to ensure that
the piv?t point stays at the top, i.e., (3 X/3 t)p Iz =0 ~(3 X/3 t)CD Iz=o. The sorbate concentration at the
top, Co, is then given by .§quation (A-3-18) and the concentration profile C(z)t is~iven by Equation
(A-3-6). After obtaining (3 X/ 3t)CD I~ profile at this time step f~m Equation (A-3-7), X(z)t profile can be
obtained by the trapezoidal summation. The initial condition (3 X/3 t)CD I ~ = 0 is known.
This procedure is repeated to calculate C(z) t and X(z)t profiles until the condition for the pivot
point to remain at the top, i.e., (3 X/3 t)e.1 z=o ~ (3 X/3 t)CD Iz=o is violated. Now the pivot point has
started moving down. The mass balance, Equation (A-3-l), is then solved at every future time step in
conjunction with Equations (A-3-29, A-3-32, A-3-33, and A-3-34). Equation (A-3-1) when simplified
reduces to

KS C(t) (z-.6.z(z)) + K9 C(t)z + KID C(t) (z+9.6.z(z))

=

K I1 · . (A-3-35)

in which

V (t) 8
.6.z(z) (1 + 9)

=

2D
2

.6.z (z)(1+9)

2+h
1- 9
(1 + h) .6.t(t) - v (t) 9.6.z(z) +

V (t)
Az(z)9 (1

'

2D
1-P
2
+ P ----p- K 6 ,
.6.z (z)9

2D

+ 9)

2

Az (z)8(l+9)
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'

and

1

l+h
(1

h~t(t)

+ P 1~ P

+h) h~ t ( t )

C ( z) { t - ( 1+h)~ t ( t ) )

K7" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (A-3-36)

At every time step, when the pivot point has already moved down, a downward displacement in
z-direction fo r the new location of the pivot point is assumed. This distance is divided into suitable number
of grids. Equation (A-3-35) is then applied at every grid point up to the assumed pivot point except at z =
O. The two boundary conditions available which will render the number of unknowns equal to the number
of equations are (1) C(z=O)t = Co(t), and (2) that below the pivot point C(z)t profile is exponential given
by Equation (A-~6). Thisz~~~ of equati~ns is then_s91ved for C(z) t values up to the pivot point. The two
kinetic rates [( ax/a t)p ] t - 0 and (a x/a t)eD I
are calculated from Equations (A-3-29) and (A-3-7)
respectively. If the two kinetic rates are equal within the given tolerance, it implies that the assumed
location of the pivot point is satisfactory. If the two rates are not within given tolerance, a fresh estimate
for the location of the pivot point is made and the procedure is repeated until the two rates converge into
profiles are calculated by the
one. Now above and up to the pivot point X(z)t and [(a x/a t) ]
Equations (A-3-26) and (A-3-29) respectively. Below the pivot point C(z) t and (a X/ at)CD are calculated
by Equations (A-3-6) and (A-3-7) respectively and then the X(z)t profile by the trapezoidal summation.

rzo

r

Ir

The computer program allows the complete choice to choose any time step. The grid spacing in
the z-direction is kept varying in such a way that the steeper the C(z) t profile, the finer the grid. This gives
minimum number of grids needed to obtain a certain accuracy. Below the pivot point C(z)t profile and
hence (a X/ a t) CD I ~ profile [see Equation (A-3-7)] is exponential. Thus in this reach the grids as wide as
necessary can be chosen without affecting the accuracy. After a few calculating cycles when the number of
grids in z-direction become large, many grids which are finer than necessary are made as wide as reasonable
by dropping the unnecessary grids in between. To further reduce the computer central memory
requirement, only five grids are chosen in the time dire.ction. After each calculating cycle all pertinent time
storage is shifted by one step.
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IRble

A~-l.

InstructIons for
FOIN..\T OF I\PtJl

C.J.::-J.

(;i,J

\0.

IJen t

F.; rt r . .dl

~ ~';~' 3t

ion

S:,'::-:l:l.') 1

'c..

~)RBT

Progra=

\RDS

~,!ath

5>'::;001

Forr:.al

Uescrlptlon - CoJe
Title of

1.I'ILE

T l t It:

~sing

FidJ

SAll)

Sl~~lation

Subtit: . . , F. .trpost.., nott's, etc. as
SAiO

dcsir<:..i

User's

\ar.:e

na~e.

1-80

b,.\lu

etc.

--4------5)'5 t e:.;

PropertIes
(o!ur:;n
Conditions

L

A

12

5

Sorption
Properties

1-.1

II

10

Cross-sectional area of the column

F9.4

11-19

Units of area r\
cm 2
12 = 0
inch 2 12 = 1

11

20

flO .5

21-30

Units of length
ems
11 = 0
inches 11 = 1

11

A

F9.2

Total length of the col u::m.
If expressed in

L.

If expressed in

P

p

Porosity of the porous

Rho

p

Density of the indiviJu31 granular
part ic 1es compr is i ng th~·--Lr_o_r_o_~_s_m_e_J_i_a_____________.

DO\'

D/~

in Jecimals

Coefficient of dispersion of the porous
media at given velocity
Units of D If
em
13
0
inch
13
1

13

m~dia

in

u~lts ~~~

P\'\lf.-.!
Units of P\"\lf.-.L If units arc in
cm2/min
14
0
inch':/min
14 = 1

14

PVADD
Un~is of P\'ADO.
cm
IS = 0
inch- 1
IS = 1

IS

ALPHA

Cl

16

Langmiur cae Hi c i ent in
An index for
16

0

Cl

and

;)., I:

~:

c

X

m
If the valu(,s of

Cl

and

arc given here.
If tl.l ,;llucs of

)

.1nJ

Ultir::~!:c

cai'acity of sorbcnt

,-_._-_ .._---_._----- ----_._-b

~!L/UG~I

1-9

I1

10

F9.5

11-19

11

20

F9.S

21-29

11

30

F9.3

31-39

II

40

X

m

X
m
are to be evaluated from the
subp\lt inC' .,·i th necessary Jat.:!
~; • \ t..' n 1 n t 11 ere.

Ib

\1·t \ \

If units are in

F9.S

\a~:('

of the Sorbl'nt

~a!"c

of tlH' Scrhat e

(

g

sorbat<.'

R....

sorbent '

_r.1_'_ _ _ _ _ ) Fill.

2

.11-50

;:;,,,'r:'t'll t

'c,
rC';:'

n;:i~

:;A10

31-60
!
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FO~,~U

Lard
~0.

1

LdrJ
Ident 1· .

..It

Ion

Ho ...

Fortran
Sy:::bol

!>!ath
Syr,bol

(Continued)

I~PUT

OF

CARDS

Description - Code

Forn:al

Field

COLE\'1

~liDi!:lU!:l

FlO.S

1-10

COLE\,2

Ext ra con.:ent rat ion 3bo\'e r::ir::ir::un
concent!'3! ions, COLE\'!. Assu:::ing
variation anJ repeating daily.

FIO.S

11-20

PropertIes

inflol\ concentrat ion to
the syste::: in ~li..:rogr~",':'P'lL

VOLE\'!

~lini;:]LL'l

17

Uni ts of rOLE\'! and \'OLE\'2
If unIts 3re in

SI~E

inflo\\" to the system

~·lLr'lI~

1:1-

0

~'!L/SLC

C.fl/SEC

1:-

;;

F9.4

21-29

Il

.30

VOLH2

b t n r:13XIr::U'::: in flOl,' 3bove r::in imwn
FlO. 5
31-,lO
inflOl' , VOL: \'!, ,\ss'..Ci!1g 51\1'
variation anJ repeating daily
};OT[: COLEY;; = 0 means feed concentration is constant. \'OLE\,2:: 0 means inflo .... rate is constant. Values
of flow and concentration can be read from the data for direct replace:nent of \'0 and CO in the program.

8

Computational
Requi rements

~DL

~umber

of di visions into ...·hich the
total column length is to be divided

12

1-2

CHECK2

Accuracy desired in the trial procedure
used in the computer program.
CIIECK2 = 0.02 limits the accuracy to 2%

FlO.2

11-20

TFULL

Total stud), period.
not specified.

FB.2

21-28

JO

Uni ts of TFULL.
If expressed in
JO =: 0
cs
i:",uL!t
JJ
1

II

29

Jl

Jl = 0
Jl # 0

11

30

ZRATI~

final pivot point level expressed
as a ratIO of the maximum column
length. Leave blank if not specified.

F9.2

31-.39

J2

J2 = 0
J2 .,. 0

II

DTFULl

Time increment to

KO

K1

Leave blank if

~linut

9

Output
Control
Card

i f TFULL is not to be considered
If TFULL is to be consiJered

if ZRATIO is not to be considered
if ::RATIO is to be considered
~

FS.2

1-8

Uni ts of DTFULl
I f expressed in
Minutes
KG = 0
Hours
":0 = I

11

9

Kl = 0
Kl ,. 0

11

10

output

if DTFULI is not to be considered
if DTFULl 1S tl.. be considered

D: R.·\1 1

Incret:ent In C:pvrmax) for pri nt output

F9

11-J9

t:2

K2 :: 0
r"l -I 0

:wt to be cons idcred
to hl' conqdcrcJ

11

:'0

t,PRI~,T

An Index to h3\C prlllt output at e\e1')'
ti~c step in the ~rogram
..,;'[(l,\)
l)
If all the outrut !~ not
required
UHI\I t v If all t!:e Olltput is H'qllIrt'J

11

f O:R\Tl
if n:flUl

1

i~

l~

0

\TFIJL2

\:l:-her e-f
f. "

:- I" 1 L

:' : r. . ~

11.
Ll

Ll

~ ,~(

\;!iucs spe,'lfi<,'d at
I ~ rc ~ll r C'J

h'hldl

~,.!

I.U " 0

l' "

W"l

lI'

(l

If

tl""hIS(,

rll<.'rofilrl

Otlq'lIt

is

Ll '# (l
if tl",I.'I.iSl' ::"I.:rofilr.l Qutput is
Je"; Il'J
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rO~'L-\T

CarJ

Card

IJe!1tific;.!t, :-::

Fortnn
5:'::':'01
0:R.-\T2

~bth

S Y:::J') 1

Description - CcJe

In~re=cnt

L2 = 0
L2 ; 0

Tri.-\'\T

(Continued)

OF l\f'lH CARDS

in :pv!-r~x

for ~icrofiln output

if U:::I\.U': 15 not to b~' C0n::ilJereJ
if u=R.-\~': 1-; to be Lur~siJL'rl'J

TiI:lc values at ,,:llCh mlcrofilr.l output
is J':'sirt:"J. \u:::~el 0t tir::t' \',.!lUL'S given
lS \Tl-LJL2 .l::J is lic.t(u to 10.

S9

fon::J.l

f'idJ

F9.3

-tl-~9

11

Su

lOFS.O

1-S0

~nGRAM

$QJit9T

TRAS(

CDC 6'.00 fTN Vl.O-P)08 OPT=O

H/06,t72

PROGRAM SORPT(INPUT,OUTPUT.TAPEr;=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT.TAPE1.fILMPL)
REAL LAMBDA ,KSX.KIX.KSIT,KIIT
DIMENSION. Lit 14».l HIt)'L T(4l.&"lSClOOhCLlS(lOO)
COMMON C (5. ! Of» .x (5.1001. \I (<<;.]00) ,DXYOH5.10CH 9TIME (SOC))"
~OlPv(5
19lPv'500)9DTT(~OO)9~~4(98).XK5(98).TCO(25). COT(25).
'l-D7 (100' . l (100) ,1S TORF ( 3.100 I ,,,,PIf (5)
{NAl (5) •
</if (98) ,G(98hH (98) ,CONST, 98) .(.vAR (9~H .CO {SOO) .'10 (500'.Cp (50iU
~ .. OXPDTC1oo),DXCOT(lOO)

t;

.N.

~.lTtTlF (8),I~UAT:r(8),NAMt(~'.SOR81(J),SORB2(l»,SOR8J(2)

rOMMON/lOTO/Cl ! 111).1001 . h l (10,100) .CL2(UtlOOI.ZL2
nlNOPl (HU ,LcNOPl ! 10) .LICONT .L2CONT,LOTQ$O.TMlsUO.

HI

~tXl?(10,lOO),TWANT(10}
~AT~ L~/4*)M "
LY/4*lH

I, LT/4*lH 1
CONctN TIMEMT,COLElfl.COLEV2,PI)=
~
COLEVl·COLEV2*A8S(SINfTIMEHY-PI/24.'6G.).
Vf· ~tTIM£MT.VOLEV1.VOLEV2.PI9RPll) lit
~
(VOlEV}+VOLEV2*ABS(SINCTIMEMToPI/24./60.»))/RPli

til:;

AM8QA(Q9PVNU~9PVAOOI=PVNUH/~+oVAOO

;>0

c
C
?~

~

C
h

'10

CPI='N/\lOMT .A,P,OOV.t AMBDA,('OMT ,TIH£MH'=
"'CO~T 1« 1. +OOV*LAMBOA P"! I.-f. XP (-VOMT*LAM60A*HM£MT*U.+OOV*LAMBOA)»>>
ABOVE FUNCTIONS ARt FOR PRESCPI8f:O VARIATiONS iN ENTERiNG INFlOlll
AND CONCENTRATION ONLY
NOOIV=10
PI=3.J41S926
MTF INL=C;OO
UTN::l.
USf SUBROUTINE FOR THE FfJNC OF CO AND va .. AND OAlA USU·AL
READ 6,ITITLE,ISUBTIT,NAME
FORMAT(8AIO)
RfAO 7,ZMAX,Il,A.I2.P,RHO
FORMAT(F9.2911.F~.4'II.FIO.5'flO.5)

8
J5

()

10

U
40

12
l3

4fi

c;r.:;

FO~UAT(FIO.59fln.~.fq.4.Il.flO.5'

RfAO lhNOl ,CHECf<.<:,.TF'UlLdOoJl<>lRATIO.J2
.. f9.29Ilt
READ 12,DTFUll ,KO ,Kl ,OZPATl ,f(?'9KPRINT \lNTFUL2,L09LI9DZRAT2I1U~
FORMAT(f8.?Il,11.F9.3,111l9X.Il.18 ,ll,Il.f9.3.Il)
IF(Ll.fQ.l)REAO IJ.fTWANT(!)-r=1.NTFUl2)
FORMAT (} Or8. 0)
PRINT cO,ZMAX,Il,A,I2,P,RHO.DOV,I3,PVNUM,I4.PVADO,lS,ALPHA,!6,XMAX
FORMAT(I2.~X.flO.c.F8.2.II9Il

~9COLEV19COlEV2,VOLEVI9I7,VOLEV2,NOL9CHECK29TFUll9JO,Jl.lRATIO.J2,
~OTFUlI,KO.Kl.DZRAT19K29KPRINToNTFUL2,lO,l190ZRAT29L2

20

c:o

READ 8,OOV,I3,PVNUM,I4,PVAOO,15,ALPHA,I6,XMAX
FORMAT(f9.5.ll,F9.S.Il,F9.S.i).F9.J.Il,FIO .. 2)
RFAO 9,$OR81.C;OR82.S0RR3
FORMAT (8AltH
READ 10,COlfVI.COLEV2.VOlEVl.r7.VOLEV2

FORMATCIIII* ECHQCHK*II* ZMAX =*f15.S,5X*Il=*Il/* A
=*FlS.5,
.*12=*1) 1* P
=*FIS.S I * RHO
=*flS.5 1* OOV
=*FI5.5,
*13=*11 1* PVNUM =*FJ5.~ .~x *14=*11 1* PVADO =*F15.C; .5X *15=*
1* ALPHA =*F15.~ .fiX *Io=*III * XMAX
=*F15.5 1* COLEVl=*F15e~
~I * COLEV2=*F15.S I * VOLEVl=*f15.S,SX *17=*11, 1* VOtEV2=* rIS.S
~I * ~OL
:*115 1* CHECK2=* FISe5 1* TFULL =*flS.S ,sx *JO=*Il,SX,
~*Jl::*Il 1* ZRATIO=* FIS.S ,SK *J2=*Il 1* OTFUll=*f15.S ,5X *1<0=*11
~. 5X *1<1=*11 1* DZRATl=*FlS.5 .5K *K2=* II I * KPRINT=* 115 I
~* NTFUL2=* tIS
.SX *LO=*I19~X *ll=*Il 1* OlRAT2=* FlS.595X*L2=*
~5X
~5X
~Il

Figure A-3-1. Listing of Program SORBT with subroutines.
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C;OlJoT
'1;11

7'1

21
2?
25

n

7t:;

?6

-

30

31

0\

.. c:.

32
31
YO

qc::

c
c
c

34

C
11')

I

DIRAT2=1./60

100

1,jC::

11/06/72

.EQ. }lZMAX=ZMAX*2.S4
.EO. })A=A*2.54**?
.fQ. 1)DOV=DOV*2.54
.EO. IlPVNUM=PVNUM*2.S4**2
JFfl~ .EO. 1)PVADD=PvADO/2.~4
IF(I7 .EQ. O)GO TO 2,
GO f'1 (21922) 17
VOLEvl=VOLEVl*60. $ VOLEY;=VOLEV~*60. $ GO TO 2,
VOLFYl=VOLFVl*60.*30.48**l $ VOLEV2=VOLEV2*60.*30.48**3
CONTINUE
IF(JO .EO. 1)TFULL=TFULL*60.
IF(~O .[0. 1)OTFULl=DTFULl*60.
IF(Kl.[Q.O) DTFULl=O.
IFCLO .£0. 1 .ANO. Lt.Eq.ll27.29
DO 28 I=I,NTFUL2
TWANTCI)=TwANT(I)*60.
IF(LI.Ea.O) DTFUL2=O.
IF(16 .NE. 0) CALL GIVEN (KSX.KIX,KSIT,KIIT,XMAX.ALPHA)
WRITEC6.26)KSX,KIX.KSIT.KIIT,XMAX.ALPHA
FORMATe* KC;X=* EI2.S * KIX=* F12.S * KSIT=* E12.S * KIIT=* E12.5 *
~ X~AX=* E12.5 * ALPHA=* E12.S/)
PRINT 30.ITITLE.ISUBTIT,NAME
FORMATCIH) //31X ,BAIO //38X .8AI0 II 23X.8AI0 III)
PRINT 31.ZMAX.A.P.RHO
FORMAT(}X *COLUMN CONDITIONS* 1/ l)f.,lSHLENGTH,L
Fl5.S *CM*
~I IX .15HAREA.A
=FIS.5 *CM.CM.
~I }X ,ISHPOROSITV,P
=FlS.S
~I IX .1SHDENSITV,RHO
=FlS.S/)
PRJ~T 32.S0R81.S0RB2.S0RS3.ALPHA,XMAX
FORMAT(/* SORPTION PROPERTIES*II ll.3AI0 I IX .3AIO I lx.2A10 I
~ * ALPHA=*Fl'.S *ML/UGM* I * XMA~ =*FIS.S *UGM/GM*
PRINT 33
FORMAT(III * NOTE - TIME OEPE~OENT VARIABLES,*I
~* FLOW RATE.O • FEED CONC,CO ETC. *1
~* ARE oRINTEO WITH THE OUTPUT TABLE.)
OZ"1AX=ZMAX/NDL

28
29

>i"

CDC 6400 FTN V3.0-P30R OPT=O

IFfll
IFIl2
IF(I3
IF(14

1'-."

hI:.

TRACF

RP1=RHO*(1.-P)/P
RP2=ALOG (10.)
RP4=XMAX*ALPHA
RP5=1.+1.,S*RP2
RP6=1.5/RP4
RP7=1./60.
RPll=A*P
RP1? = ZMAX - 1.0E-5
wPITE(1934) RP1.RP4.RP1,RPll
FORMAT(* RPI=* E12.5 * pP4=* Fl2.S * RP7=* EI2.5
L1CONT =0 $ L2CONT=O
TfULl=O. $ ZRATl=O.
TFUL2 = DTFUL2
$
ZRAT2 = DZRAT2
INITIAL CONDITIONS DEfINED (FORMAT 301 TO 400)
OTT (}) =0 ..

Figure A-3-1 (Continued).

*

RPll=* E12.5/)

15.19.27.

PAGE

2

SORPT

T~.CE

OTT(2)= .. 01
01T(6)= .16

CDC 6400 fTN Vl .. O-Pl08 OPT:O
$

!

(,3)= .02
OTT(7)= .32

01.

<!.

,

OTT(4)= 004
OTT(S»= .37

$

11/06/72

OT1(5)= .08

00 302 1=9.. 2

302
11C;

OTT ('U,.OM
OTT (13)-a'.*OTN
OTT (14) =3.*Dl'N
GTT f IS) =4 .. *OTta
00 303 1=16.19

30~

120

164
3n~

• ;:>c:;

liS

nr

I

OTT(I)=5.*OTN
1=20,21
OTT(I)=lO.*OTH
no ~05 1=22,2'4
OTT (I) =20.*OTN
DO 315 1=25,MTfINL
01Tfl)=30$
MTN=!
MT=] $ TIME(I)=c.
TIMfMT=TJME (MT)
COfMT'=CONCfN(TIMtMT,COlEVl.COLEVl,?I)
Vo(MT)=VfLO(TIMEMT.VOLEVl,VOlEVl,PI,RPll)
CP(l)=O.
COMAX = COt})
$
VOMAX = VO(I)
(' (J ,I ) =CO (J,
$
RP3=1. +ALPHA*CotMn
V(l.I'=VO(})
X(l.I)=O.
nXYOT ( 1 9 U =0.
CM~O=C(l,l'
$
XMMO=XC}.i.
1)0 304

~c;

~AIP=RP1*CMMO·*(KSX*XMMO*(1.+_LPHA*CMMO./RP4/CMMO.KSIT+1.

0'
N

XA2P=KIX*XMMO+KIIT*RP4*CMMO/(1.+ALPHA*CMMO)
~A'P=).-XMMO*(1.+ALPHA*CMMO)/OP4/CMMO

'4"

,»)(POT5

=XAIP*XA3P*XA2P
CO(l),VO(I},OXYOTCl,I),RPJ.OXPOTS
FOR~AT(* Co(l)=* E12.5 ... VO(I)=* Ell.5 * OX10T(I.1)=* f12.5 0 RP)=* Ell.51
q* fll.5 *oXPOT(I)=*Ell.5/)
OTHER INITIALIZATION IS OONf 1~ THE COMPUTER PROGRAM TO MATCH THE
GRID SPACING
rALCULATIONS FOR TIME STEP 2. (401-500)
"4T=2 $ M=2
OlPVll)=O $ 01(1)=0. $ 1(1)=0.
TIM£CMT)=TIME(MT-l)+OTT<MT)
T IMEMT=TIME (~T)
WRITE(lt31~)

116
)4&)

(

C
C

)C;f)

CO(~T)=CONCEN(TIMEMT9COLEV19COLfVl,PI)

15'5

1~1I

,,,r;

~IQ

VO(MT)=VELO(TIMEMT.VOLfVl,VOLEV2,PI,RPll)
Q=VO(MT)*RPII
LAMBDA = AMBOA(Q,PVNUM.pvAOO.
CP(MT) = CPFN(VO(MT).A.P.00V'LA~eOA9CO(MT),TrMEMT)
IF(CO(MT) .GT.COMAX ) CQMAX=Cn(MT)
TFfVO(MT).GT.VOMAX)VOMAX=VO(MT)
C(2.})=CO(2)
V(2.1)=VO(2)
OXCOTt}) = (1.+OOV*lAMBDA)*VOfl)*LAMSOA*CP(2)/RPl
OXPOT(1)=OXYOT(1.11
wRITf(1.41Q) CO(2),YO(l),Q,LAMBQA.uXCOT(1),CP(2)
rOPMAT(* C0(2)=* E12.5 * VO{II=* f12.5 * Q=* £12.5
f12.5/)
*DXCDT(ll=* £12.5 * CP(2)=*

Figure A-3-1 (Continued)
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PP')GRAM

TRACE

<:;O'"'°T
410

622
11f1
70C,

'SO

CDC 6400 FTN V3.0-P308 OPT=O

11/06/72

OZPV(~}=O.

1\1=1
$
NPl=N+l
fO P MAT(110.5X.9EI2.S)
DO 705 T=2.N
ccl.I)=l.OF-?O $ Vcl.I)=VO(})
D'YOTll.I):O.
')XYDT (c.ll ::. OXCOT (1)
~(?l) = DXCOTel)*OTT(2)

$

X(l.I)=O.

t=~
17<:'

C(M.I) $ XMMO=X(M,I)
KAIP=RP7*CMMO**CKSX*XMMO*(1.+ALPHA*CMMO)/RP4/CMMO+KSIT+1.

CM~O=

~A2P=KIX*XMMO+KIIT*RP4*CMMO/(10+AlPHA*CMMO)

}A!'j

U~C;

10

(\

XA3p=l.-XMMO*(1.+ALPHA*CMMO)/RP4/CMMO
OXPOTS
=XAIP*XA3P*XA2P
WRITE(1.770) XAIP.XA2P,XA3P,OxPOTS
770
fOPMAT(* XAIP=* EI2.S * xA2P=* E12.5 * XA3P=* EI2.S * DXPDT(l)=*
;. f12.51)
IF(OXPOTS .LT. OXCDTCI) ) 771.801
773
pRINT 172
771
FORMATe*
TIME INCREMENT OTT(2l SHOULD BE FURTHER REDUCED TILL THE IF
712
~ I~ STATEMENT 773 AECOMES ACTrVE OTHERWISE*
GO TO 2501
BOI CONTINUE
(.
BeLOW OXPDTS IS FOR M AND MT EQUAL TO 2
CM~O=CP(MT)
$
XMMO=XCM,I)
XAlp=RP7*CMMO**eKSX*XMMO*(I.+ALPHA*CMMO)/RP4/CMMO+KSIT+1.
XA2P=~JX*XMMO+KIIT*RP4*CMMO/(I.+ALPHA*CMMO)

0W

lQe;

XA3P=1.-XMMO*(1.+ALPHA*CMMO)/PP4/CMMO
OXPOTS
=XAIP*XA3P*XA2P
lPV/1)=O
lPv/2)=D1Pv(2)
~= 4

?OO

?OC;

?1"

?1C,

;)?(\

NPV(l}=O
IIIPV(2)=N
MT=3
TTROUB=l
ROS CONTINUE
MMl=M-)
$
MM2=M-2 $ MM3=M-3
MTM1=MT-l $ MTM2=MT-2 $ MTM)=MT-)
IF(ITROUB .EQo 2 .AND. MTN .LT. 30) OTT(MT)=OTT(MTM1)
IF(OTT(MTM1) .GE. 30 • • AND. D1PV(MM1).NE.0.)OTT(MT)=OTT(MTMl)1
<tOlPV(MMl)*.5
IF(DTT(MT) .GT.l.5*DTT(MTMl) .AND. DIPV(MMl).NE.O.) DTT(MT)=
<t:
DTT(MTMI PQ.5
802
CONTINUE
TWODT=2.*DTT(MT)
TIMf(MT)=TIMF(MTMl)+OTT(MT)
If(DTT(MT) .LE. 5.) GO TO 803
KTMT=TIME(~T)
$
TIME(~T)=KT~T
$
OTT(MT)=TIMECMT)-TIME(MTMl)
PO)
TIMfMT=TIMf(~T)
CO(MT)=CONCEN(TIMEMT,COLEV1.COLEV2,PI)
VO(MT)=VELO(TIMEMT.VOLEVl,VOLFV2,PI.RPll)
Q=VO (Mf) *RPII
LAMBDA = AMBDA(Q,PVNUM,PVAOO)
IF( ZPveMTM}) .. "IE. /).)
GO TO 823

Figure A-3-1 (Continued).
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DRnGRAM

SORcT

c
C

TRACE

coe

~21

A22

A23
';) 10

~3C.

A04
Pl~

::>40

811
820
80n

.-45

;:Ie;

=
=

XDZPV=DZPV(M)/OZPV(M~l)

0+:0.

I

R07

If(XDZPV.lT • • S)DZPV{M)=.S*OZPVCMM1)
IF(XDZPV.GT. 2.tOZPV(M)=2 •• 0ZPVCMM13
JF(DTT(MTMl) .GE. 30.)DZPV(M):().5
I~(DZPV(M) .GT • • 5) OIPV(M)=.5
GO TO 808
OZPV(~l:OlPV(MMl)

CONTINUE
MTN=MTN+)
N=N+NODIV
NPl=N+l $ NMl=N-l
~09
OZ{NP)=OlPVCM )/NOOIV
K:ONTZl=l
KONTZ2=1
KONTOZ=l
850 CONTINUE
OZOlO=OZ(NPl)

BOA

;>I:;C;

::>nO

NPV(~)=N

NPVMM 1 =NPV OIlM 1 )
NPVMM2=NPV{M~2)

?t;t:;

?7

::>7c"

11/06/72

-----------------------------.-----------------------------------FOR
CONSTANT FEED AND CONC.
= COf~T)/(l.+DOV*LAM8DA)
I-F (CP HUM!) .G1. CPMAXtt .. 999.) 821 ..:&a2
CP(MT)=CP(MTMl)
GO TO Fl23
CP (Mf) = CPFN (VOCMn .A,p.Dov.lAf480A.COCMThTIMEMH
IFeCO(MT) .GT.COMAx » COMAx=cn(MT)
IF(VOfMT).GT.VOMAX)VOMAX=VOCMT)
C(M.l)=CO(M1)
V(M.U=VO(MT)
IF( DZPV(MMIt .. NE. 0.) (;0 TO 820
OXC01(1 1 = (l.+OOV*LAMBDA)*VOfMT)*LAMSOA*CPfMT)/RPl
OXPOT(I) = OxPOTS
WR I TE ( 1 ., 804) OXPOTS.OJe'CDr (U
PR INT
FORMAH* OXPOf(U=* £12.5 * O.l(C01(1)" E12 .. S)
Ife DXYDT(MM}9!) .GE. OXPOTS » 815.811
OlPV(M)
OTN/IOO.
GO TO 808
DZPV(M)
o.
NPVUH = N
GO TO 1625
If:'" ( OZPV(MM2» .. NE. O.)806,8()7
OZPV(M)=2.*OZPV(MM1)-OZPV(MM2)
CP~AX

l~

6400 fTN V3 .. 0"'P30s) OPT=O

NPVMll=NPVMM1+1
NPVM21=NPVMM2+1
Mf=M*,,2
00 860 I=NPVM!l.N
OZ (It =OZ (NPI»
R~~
Z(I'=Z(I-l)+OZ(I)
IF(MT.GT.3J 1301.1302
1301 SFOl=DlPV(MMl)
GO TO 1311
1302 no 1305 I=NPVMll.N
C(191)=1.0£-20

Figure A-3-1 (continued).
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DR....,r.RAM

TRACE

SOPDT

CDC 6400 FTN V3.0-P30A OPT=O

11/06112

JI.(l.I)=O.

V( , ., I ) =VO ( 1 )
IJXVflT(},l)=O.
130<; CONTINUE
SFDl=O

? .. "

MF=MMI

;>

,

1111 ~PVMF=NPV(MF)
1331 CONTINUE
K=MT-M+MF
f)O I33? I=l.N
J332 V(MF.I) = VO(K)
IF(MF.EQ.~) GO TO 1500
QO 1321 I=NPVMll.N
SFnl=SFDZ+DZCI)
Q = RP11*V(MF.I)
IF(Q.EQ.O.) GO TO 1320
LAMBDA
AMBOA(Q,PVNUM,DVADO)
C(MF.Il=CP(K)
*EXP(-LAMdnA*SFDZ)
GO TO 1321

cY'

=

?c.::'

13?O
l3?1

L AI"~DA= 1 • O~ .20

C('-IF.I)=loOE-20
CONTINUE"
DO 1435 I=N p v Mll.N
Q ;: RP 1 1* II (Mf • I )
IF

~Ol)

(Qo[Q.O.)

GO TO 1434

LAM8DA = AMBDA(Q.PVNUM,PVADD)
nXVnT(MF.I>=(I •• DOV*LAMRDA)*VtMF.I)*LAM80A*C(Mf.I)/RPl
GO TO J435
1434
l -"..,

0\
Vl

1435

1H

LAMAOA=1.Of·20
f)XYDT(MF,I)=O.
CONTINUE
IF(MF.EQ.MM}) GO TO 1480
K= t\lPVMt.11
~0 1460 I=NPVMll,N

1463 CONTI"JUE
TF(Z(I).LE.lSTOPE(MM].K})146}.1462
=1'<.1
GO TO 1463

146(> I<

1461
'It::;

K~l=K-l

SAVEXT=D~YOT(t.1M3.KMl)-(l(I»-ZsTORE(MM39KMl))*(DXYDT(MM3.KM1)-OXYOT
~(MM3.K)/(lSTO~E{MM3,K)-ZSTORF(MM3,KM1)

SAVEX=X(MM3.KMl)-(Z(!)-lSTOREcMM3,KMl»)*(X(MM3.KM1)-X(MM39K»)
~/(ZSTORE(MM39K)-ZSTOPE(MM39KMl))
~ ,)

1?C;

~,~

X(Mr9I)=SAVEX+(SAVEXT+DXYDT(MF.I»*OT1(MTM2) 12G
1460 CONTINUE
GO TO 1490
1480 00 1481 I=NPVM11,N
1481 X(MF,I)=X(MF-l.I)·(OXYDT(Mf.Il+DXYOT(MF-l.I)*DTT(MTMl )/20
1490 CONTINUE
IF(MF.EQ.MMl) 1491,1492
149] ~F=M
GO TO 1331
)492 MF=MMI
c.;FD?=O
;,n TO 13D

Figure A-3-1 (Continued).
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PR()GRAM

SORPT

TRAcr

CDC 6400 FTN VJ.O-PJ08 OPT=O

11/06/72

CONTlNUE
5UMOT=OTT(MT)+OTT(MTM1)
SUMOTO=fSUMOT+DTT(MT)/SUMDT/OTT(MT)
SUMOT1=SUMOf/OTf(MTl/OTTfMTMll
5UMOT2=OTT(MTI/SUMDT/OTT(MTMl)
no 1600 1=;>.",
THfTAJ : 07rl+lI/0[(I)

) 0:;00

l"l';

~UMD1=01(1)+OZ(I+l)

PROOZ=OZCII*OZ(I+l)
$
XMMl=X(MMl.I)
CMMl=C(MMl.l)

341\

XAl

=RP7.CMMl**(KSX*XMMl*(1.+AlPHA*CMMl)/RP4/C~1+KSIT+l.

XA2 =KtX*~MM1+KIIT*RP4*rMM1/(1.+AlPHA*CMMll
XA3 =1.-XMM1*fl.+ALPHA*rMMl)/RP4/CMMI
~A4 =l.+AlPHA*CMMl
XI<! =XA 1 * XA2* xAJ
XK2=XKl*(KSX*XMMl*XA4/RP4/CMMl+KSITtl.-ALOG(CMM1)*KSX* XMMI/RP41

~4C:::

~CM~I)/CMMl+XAl*XA3*KIIT*RP4/XA4**2+~1*XA2*XMMl/RP4/CMMl**2

3C;O

1t:;C;

XK3=XKJ*AlOG(CMMl)*KSX*XA4/RP4/CMM1+XAl*XA3*KIX-XAl*XA2*XA4/RP41
q;CMM)
1552 XK4(I)=XK2/lSUMOTO-XK»
XK5 (I) = (XK2*C (t4Ml.l) - (SUMOTl-XKJ) *x (MMi.!) .5UMOT2*X 0""2. U -XKl) 1
~ (SUMOTO-l(1<))
XK6=5UMOTO*XK4(I)
XK7=SUMOTO*XK5fII + SUMOTl*X(MM1.I) - SUMOT2*XCMM2.I1
XK8=-(THETAl/SUMDZ + 2.*00V/(OICI)*SUM02)*V(M.l)
XK9=5UMDTO +2.*OOV*V(M.!)/PRoOZ+RPl*XK6 -V(M.I)*Cl.-THFTAl)/OICI+
~

0\
0\
'~O

,,,c;

II

XKIO = (1./Ol(!+1)/(I.+rHETAll-2.*DOV/OZCI+lI/SUMOZI*V(M.II
XK11=5UMDTl*C(MMl,I) - SUMOT2*C(MM2.I) + RPl*XK7
IMl=l-l
F(It>1}l=XK8
G(IM1I=XK9
H(!MlI=XKI0
CONST( 1"11) =)(+<11

1600

CO~lrINuE

CONST(l)=CONST(ll-F(l)*C(M.l)
F (11 =0.
Q = RPll*V(M,N)
"l7r,

'1C:

1A(I

,~<;

LAMBDA = AMROA(q.PVNUM.PVAOO)
G(IMl)=G(JMl)+H(IMl)*EXP(-LAMROA*Ol(NPl»)
H(IM11=O.
C
CALL SUBROUTINE TO SOlVf fOR CVARCIMl)
CALL TRIOIAu{F9G9H.CONST.CVA~.~Ml)
DO 160S I=ltNMl
ISAVE=I
If(CVAR(I) .IT. CO(MT)/IOOOOOO.)60 TO 1613
1605 C(M.I+l)=CVAR(JI
GO TO 1614
16}3
WRITE(h1606) (CVAR' IJtI=l,NMU
Q')06 fORMAT ( ", C VALUES* (lX.IOE12.S/»
TFfKONTl2.Gf.2) GO TO 1~04
UltNPll=l.rE-3 $ OZNtw=OZ(NPl)
KONTll=1
KONTZ2=2 'b <;0 TO 850
]604
KONTZ2=KONT/2+1

Figure A-3-1 (Continued).
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OPt')GRA""

C;ORoT

TRAcr

CDC 6400

1601

IF(KONTZ2.EQ.4)GO TO 1611
IF(ISAVE.LF.NPVMlll1601.1602
UZ(NP})=DZ(NPl)/10. $
OZNEw=OZ(NPll

1~n2

TSAVE=ISAVF-~PVMll
UZ(NPJ)=ISAVE/2.~DZ{NPl)/lO.

~Q"

1603

TF(f)l(~Pl).LT.l.OE-5)

16)4

KONTZ} 1
GO TO 850
CONTINUE

=

CPOoH)

114C;

;:

$

,

FT~

V3.0-P30A OPT=O

11/06/72

GO TO 160]

DlNEW=DZ(NPll

GO TO If,ll

C(M.N)

no 1615 I=c,1\j
161~

X(~.I)=XK4II)*C(M.Il-XKc;(I)

= X(""Ml.l)+OTT(""T)* UxvDT(M""1.1)
DO 1620 I=l.~
CMMO=C(M,I)
,
XMMO=X(M.I)
X(~91)

401)

XAIP=RP7*CMMO**(KSX*XMMI)*(1.+alprlA~CMMO)/RP4/CMMO+KSIT+1.
XA2P=KIX*XMMO+KIIT*RP4*~MMO/(1.+ALPHA*CMMO)

XA3P=1.-XM""O*(1.+AlPHA*CMMOl/RP4/CMMO
4nt:;

41 (

~
41t:;

4?f1

4?t:;

16?O

OXYOT(M91)=XAlp~XA3P*XA2P

r

-----------------------------.----.-------------------------------

Q = RP11*V(M,N)
LAMBDA = AMBDA(Q,PVNUM,PVADO)
DXCDT(N) = (1.+00V*lAMBDA)*V(M,N»*lAMBDA*C(M,Nl/RPl
r
DZ(NP}) = DZOlD*DXCDT(N)/DXYDT(M,N,
IF(KONTD7 .6T. l) GO TO 1641
GO TO (1642.1643) KONT07
1642 FOXl = OXCOT(N)-DXYDT(M.N)
FOZl=OZOLD
IF( A8S(FOXl)/OXCDTCN) .lE. CHECK2) GO TO 1608
IF(FDXl .GT. O.)DZ(NPl)
2.*OlOlO
IF(FDXl .IT. O.)DZ(NPl) = DZOlO/2.
KOIIJTOZ=2
OlNEW = Dl(NPl)
WRITE(1.622,MT.TIME(MT).FDZl,FOZ2.DlNEW.OXCOTCN),OXYOT(M.N).ZPV(MTM}l
q:Mll
GO TO 850
J~43
FOX2 = OXCDT(N)-OXYDT(M.N)
IF( ABS(FOx2)/OXCOT(N) .lE. CHECK2) GO TO 1608
IF(FDX1*FDX2 oGT. 0.)16449164S
1644 FOX}=FDX2
$
FOZl=OZOlO
IF(FDX) .GT. O• • AND. KONTZ2.lE.2}DZ(NPl)=2.*OZOlD
IF(FDXl .GT. 0 • • AND. KONTZ2.r,T.2)DZ(NP1)=11.*OZOLO/IO.
IF(FDXl .LT. O.lOZ(NPl) = OlOlD/2.
DZIIJEW
DZ(NPl)
K:ONTZJ =KONTZl+l
IF(KONTZl.EQ. 20) GO TO 1611
IF(DINEW .IT. 1.Of-5 ) GO TO 1611
wRITE(I.622)MT,TIME(MT'.fDZl.FOl2,DlNEW.OXCOT(N',OXYDT(M.N),ZPV(MTMl)

=

410

'f,MJ)

(,0 TO 850

4<t:;

1645
1646

CONTINUE
FDl?=DZOlO
KONTDZ=KONTOl+l
DZ(~Pl)=(FDZl*fDX2-fDZ2*FDXl)/(FDX2-FDXl)

44

OZNEW = OleNPl}

Figure A-3-1 (Continued).
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SORPT

PR()GRA~

TRACE

CDC 6400 FTN V3.0-PJ08 OPT=O

11/06112

WRIT£(1.622)MT9TIM~(MT).FOZ19FOZ2.0lN£W,OXCOT(N)90XYOT(M.N).ZPV(MTMl)

'!,t.41 )

44~

1647
1648
4~O

1649
4~~

}608

If(OZNEW .LT. 1.0E-5 ) GO TO 1611
IfCKONTD7 .EO. 20) GO TO 1611
GO TO ~50
fOX3 = OXCOTCN)-OXYOT(M.N.
IFf AB~(FOxJ)/OXCOTCN) .LE. CHEC~2) GO TO 1608
If(FOX)OFOXl ., To 0.)1648,,1->4 0
FOX2 = fOX)
fD12=OZOLO
GO TO 1646
FOX) = FOXl
FOZ1=OlOLD
GO TO 1646
OlPV(M )=0
WRITE(1.622)MT.TIMECMT).fOll,F012.0ZN£W.OXCOT(N),OXVOT(M.N),ZPV(MTM1)
'l;Ml )

DZCNP})=OlOLO

no 1610 I=NPVMll,N
4AO

4A~

0\
00
47f'

lAID olPV(M )=07PVCM )+oZ(I)
lPV(MT'=ZPV(MTMl)+oZPV(M)
GO TO 1761
1611
CONTINUE
ITQ()U6=2
MTN:MTN-l $ N=N-NOOIV
IF(OTT(MT) .GE. 30.) OTT(MT)=OTT(M1)*2.
IFcoTT(MT) .G£. 10 • • ANO. OTTfMT) .ll. 30.) OTTCMT)=OTTCMT)*J.
IF(OTT(MT' .LT. 10.) OTT(MT)=011(M1)*5.

C
162'5

--.---------------------------------------------------------------------C
IF((HTPH).6T.600.tGn
TI") 2401
CHANGE
GO TO A02
O'JTINIIE
ZPv(MTI
IPV(MTM1)+DZPV(M)
tlXYDT Ph 1) = OX<:OT (1)
X(~.l)
X(MM1,1)+OTTCMT)*(OXVOTtMM1,1)+OXYOT(M.l))/2.
1=1
CMMO=CP(MT.
$
XMMO=X(M,I)
XAIP=RP7*CMMO**(KSX*XMMO*(1.+AlPHA*CMMO)/RP4/CMMO+KSIT+1.

=

=

47S

XA2P=KIX*XM~0+KIIToRP4oCMMO/(I.+ALPHA*CMMO)

XA3P=1.-XMMoo(1.+ALPHA*CMMO)/PP4/CMMO
OXPOTS
=XAlpoXAlPoXA?P

4P0
1701

1702
4A5

C
170~

CONTINUE

WRITE(I.1702)CP(MT)
VORMAT(O CP(MT)=* E12.5)
T~ DIVIDE THE COLUMN LENGTH AT FLOwING TIME STEP (M-2).
no 1705 I=l.N
lSTORf(MM2.I)=Z(I)
"-TI)P[=I).

l=f\d
4Q~

ST1RE=STORE+olMAX
ff(STORE.GT.ZSTORE(MMi.I»
11n7.1106
1707 I=T+1
Tf(STORE.GE.RP12) GO TO 1710
r
~P12
ZMAx - 1.0E-5
TO MATCH OUTPUT
170~

=

44S

Z~tDRE(MM29J)=STORF

Figure A-3-1 (Continued).
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PRI)(;RA..,

<;Oo::>T

TRACE

CDC 6400 FTN V3.0-P30R OPT=O

11/06/72

ST0RE=STORF+DZMAX
TO 1707
111f} lSTORffMM2.Jl=lMAX
r,()

C;f}1"

r

NFr~AL(MM2)=I
TO ~ ILL UP THf
rF(~T.EQ.l)

~o

ABOVE CHOSEN COLUMN SECTIONS IrjITH V.C.OXYDT ANO )( VALUES ..
TO 17Q5

~FI~M2=NtINALI~~l)

~r't;

c;Hl

SIt;

"i'1
0\
\0
t:;?t;

C;30

~'3~

no ]78~ I=~Pl.NtIMM2
V(MM2,I)=VO(MTM2)
178':: CO"JT INIJE
'-"VAR=MTM2
K=NPV (MM1)
17~8
IF(lSTORF(MM2.NPI) .EQ. lSTOR~("'M3,K» 1790,1789
17~9
K=K+l
GO TO 1788
17QO
CONTINUE
DO 1187 I=~PI9NtIMM2
VAP=ZSTORE(MM2.T)-lPV(MvAR)
~PVMr.1?=NPV (MH2)
Q = RPll*V(..,M2,Il
IF(Q.EQ.O.) GO TO 1786
LAMBDA = AHBDA(Q.PVNUM,OVADO)
C(MM2.I)=CP(MTM2)
*EXP(-LAMBuA*VAR)
OXYDT(MM2,T)=(1.+DOV*LAMBDA)*V(MM2,I)*LAMBDA*C(MH2,I)1RPI
X(M~291)=X(MM3.K)+(DXYDT(HM2.I)+DXYOT(MM39K»*DTT(MTM2 )/2.

K=t< + 1
GO TO 1787
LA'-'ADA =1.0E+20
J1~6
C(MM2.I)=1.0E-20
)(MM2,1)=0.
O)(YDT (t·n..,2.1) =0.
1781 COIIHINUE
GO TO 1901
1195 NFIMM2=NFINAL(MM2)
00 1796 I=NPI,NfIMM2
C(ld)=1 .. Of-20
II ( 1 • I) =VO ( 1 )
)«1.1)=0.
1196 nXYDTC1.I)=O ..
GO TO 1901
PRINTING A~D STORING THf
r
1901 CONTINUE
DO ]902 I=1.NFTMM2
CM~2=C(MM29II

"i4()

IF(~T.GT.3

.AND.

$

OUTPUT

)(MM2=X(~M~9I)
lPV(MT~2).EQ.O

• • ANO. I.EQ.l)CMM2=CP(MTM2)

XAIP=RP7*CM~2**(~SX*XMM2*(1.+AlPHA*CMM2)/RP4/CMM2+KSIT+1.
)(A2P=~IX*XMM2+KIIT*RP4*CMM2/(1.+ALPHA·CMM2)
XA3P=1.-XM~2*(1.+ALPHA*CMMc)/RP4/CMM2

S4S

c;c:;r

DXPOT(I) =xAIP*XA3P*XA?P
RPll*V(MM2,II
IF(Q.EQ.O.) GO TO 1905
LAMBDA = AMADA(Q.PV~UM.pVAOO)
DXCDT(
!)=(1.+DOV*LA~BDA)*V(MM29I)*LAMBDA*C(MM291)/RPl
GO TO }902
1905 OXCDn I) =0.
Q

=

Figure A-3-1 (Continued).
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PROGRAM

SORol
IqOL'

1903

TRACE

CDC 6400 FiN

V3.0-P30~

OPT=O

11/06112

CONTINUE
FORMAT(2X.IOE12.S)
~II=NFINAl(MM2)

c
5S5

ADJUST HEADINGS EVERY WHERE
IF(KPRINT.FQ.O) GO TO 2030
PRINT 1910,TIME(MTM2),ZPV(MTM2).DTT{MTM2)
19)0 FORMAT(lHIIIIIOx*NUMERICAl SOLUTION TO ~ASS BALANCE EQUATION-II
~* TJME=*FIO.2*MIN*5X *PIV PT. AT* GI2.5*CM*5X*OElTAT=*f6.2*MIN*11
~?2X *COlUMN PROfIlES*117X*DIST*aX*VElO*aX*CONC*8X*XBAR*7X*DXYDT*

~8X*OXPDT*7x.DXCDT·11X*(CM.*6X*(CM/MIN)*5X*CUG/Ml)*SX*(UG/GM)*lX*(U

~60

20lc
C:;f.5

i?030

C:;70

2032
2015

C:;7C:;

-....l

1:'040

2042

0

c; ... ()

7045
2050

5FiC;

C

C:;Qf1

20S?

c;qc:;

">00

2055
2060

60t:;

2062

$6 RH-B/GM RESIN/MIN)*/I)
00 ?Ol? J=l,NfII
PRINT }903,lSTORE(MM2,J).V(MM?,J),C(MM2,J.,X(MM2,J).DXYOT(MM2.J)
, DXPDTtJ),DXCDT(J)
\
CONTINUE
IFCKI.EQ.O) GO TO 2040
TVAR=A8S ( l IME (MTM2) -TfUll)
IF (TVARolE. 1.OE-5) GO TO 2932
TffTIMEUHM2) .GE. TfULI) 20J?.2040
PRINT 1910.TIME(MTM2),ZPV(MTM2).DTTlMTM2)
DO 2035 J=l.NFII
PRINT 190J,ZSTOR[(MM2,J),V(MM2,J),C(MM2,J),X(MM2,J),DXYDTrMM2,J)
q:
• OXPDT(J),DXCDT(J)
TfUll=TfUll+OTFUll
CONTINUE
If(K2.EQ.0) GO TO 2050
IFlZPV(MTM2).GE.ZRATl*ZMAXIZ042.2050
PRINT l Q lO,TIME(MTM2),ZPV(MTM2).UTT(MTM2)
DO 2045 J=l.NfII
PRINT J903.ZSTORE(MM2.J)9V(~~2,J)9C(MM29J).X(MM2,J).OXVOT(M~2.J)
, OXPDT(J).OXCOT(J)
~
ZRATI=ZRATl+DZRATl
CONTINUE
IF(ll.EQ.O) GO TO 2060
l CONT E.QUAl TO 10 IS GOVERNEn BY OIMENSUON STATEMENT
IF(llCONT.EQ.NTFut2)GO TO 2060
If(llCONT.EQ.IO) GO TO 2401
LlCONl=llCONT+l
IF(TIM£(MTM2).GE.TWANT(llCON1)2052.2060
L lCONT=llCONT+l
TMlSlllCONT) = TIME(MTM2)
PRINT 1910,TIME(MTM2),ZPV(MTM2}.DTT(MTM2)
LINOPl(llCONT)=NfII
00 2055 J=l.NFII
ClI(llCONT.J)=C(MM2.J)
ZllflJCONT.J)=ZSTORE(MM2.J)
PRINT 1903,lSTORE(MM2.J).V(MM?J),C(MM2.J).X(MM2.J).OXYOT(MM2.J)
, DXPDT(J),DXCDT(J)
C0NTINUE
CONTINUE
IF(l2.EQ.0) GO TO 2070
L CONT EQUAL TO 10 IS GOVERNEO BY UIMENSION STATEMENT
If(l2CONT.FQ.IO) GO TO 2401
IF(ZPV(MTM2).GE.ZRAT2*ZMAX)20~292070

L2CONT=l2CONT+l

Figure A-3-t (Continued).
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OR')(;PAt-A

SORoT

TRACf

CDC 6400 FTN V3.0-P30R OPT=O

11/06112

= TIME(~T~?)
L2NOPLIL2CONT)=NfII
00 7065 J=l .NF IT
XL?(L2CONT.J)=X(MM2.J)
CL?(L2CONT. ,)=CO-lM2,J)
IL?(L2CONT.J)=lSTOR[(MM?J)
-----------------------------------------------------------------~URROlJTllllf PLOTO IS PAPFf< PLOTTING AND CANNOT HE USED WTTH MICROFILM
OUTPUT • Tn USE IT CONTDOL CARDS NEED BE CHANGED
CL2S(J)=CL?(L2CONT.J)
ZL?<;(J)=ZL?fL2CONT.J)
CONTINflE
ZPAT2=ZRAT2+DZRAT2
TM~<;(L2CONT)

"'I"
rC
f.,

1 r,

r

(
7065
t.,;.>()

------------------------------------------------------------------

(

r.

2010
f
6?t;

2072
2075
2(1'17
,-,11't

20~5

?OQO

CALL PLOTO (ZL2S,CL2S,NFII.O.).LX'LY,LT.-2)
CONTINUE
CALL SECOND(CPTIME)
FIGURE OF 140. IS LITTLF LE5S THAN THE TIME ALLOTTED AT THE JOB CAPO
IF(C P TIME.GT.140.) GO Tn 2401
THIS SPACE FOR TERMINATION lOGIC ACCORDING TO TFULL OR ZRAT ETC.
IFIJI.EO.O) 207t;.201?
If(TFULL .LE. TIME(MTM2l)2015.2090
IF(J2 .EO. 0)2085,2082
TF(ZRATTO.lE.ZPV(MTM2)/7MAX)2nB,,2090
GO TO 2401
IF(MT.EQ.MTFINL) GO TO ?401

C

C

-...l

r

1',":1<:;

(

~4n

fHFCK FOR TIME SHIfTING
2101 IF(MT.lF.41 GO TO 2301
<;TATf~ENT 2110-2130 FOP
21r::;O CONTINUE
DO 2152 1=2.3
IMl=I-l
NF'l I=NFlNAL (U
00 n'51 J=l.NFII
C ( 1M 1 d) =C ( I 9 J)
X(P·q.JI=X(ItJ)
V (IM},J) =\1 (J,J)

~/.. S

OXVOT(IMl,J)=OXVOTCI,J)
ZSTORE(IMl.J)=Z5TORE(I.J)
2151 CONTINUE
NPV (1M 1) =NPV ( I)
0Z P VC!Ml}=D7 P V(I)
N~INAL(IMI\=NfINAL(I)

f,'- .

2152

CONTINUE
00 2160 1=4.5
IMl=I-l

f,"'S

NPV5=NPV(5)
DO 2155 J=l,NPV5

C ( r MI. J) =C ( I • J)

)( II MI. J)
V ( 1M 1, J)

f..,.,r

=X ( 1. J)
=V ( l • J)
DXVOTCIMl,J)=OXYDT(I,J)
?15S CONTINUE

Figure A-3-1 (Continued).
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PRI')GRAt.4

6~C;:;

A 7('

~ORpT

TRACF

NPV(IMl)=NPV(I)
OZPVCIMI)=OlPV(I)
Z160 CONTINUE
GO TO 2201
(
FOLLOWING IS FOR TIME STEP INCREMENT.
r
STATE~ENT NO. 2180 2185
2?OJ CONTINUE
C
FOLLOWING IS TO REDUCE THE NUMBER Of VERTICAL GRIDS.
IF(NFINAL().GT.88) 2202.2301
7202 IVAP=}
nZVAR=Z(NPV(Z»*2./CNPV(Z)-1 ••
l~tnzvAP.uT.OZ~AX)OZVAR=OZMAX

SOlVAR=O.
K=l

NPVZ=NPVCl)
DO 2220 J=1,NPV2

f,7r::,

IF(l(J).GToSOZVA~) 2205.2207
JMl=J-l
Z (K) =Z (JMl)
00 2206 I=IVAR.4
efT. to =C «I , JM 1 )
XCI,K)=X(I.JMl»
V(I.K)=VCI.JMl»
??06 OXYOT(I.K)=OXYOTCI.JMl)
SOlVAR=SOZvAP+DlVAP
K=K+ 1
7707 IF(J.flJ.NPv(2)) 2208,2220
220R 1(IC1=1(J)
00 2210 I=rvAR.4
C(I,I<)=C(I,J)
XfT.K)=X(l.J)
V(J,K)=vn.J)
2210 OXYOT(I.K)=DXVOT(l.J)
~220 CONTINUE
NPVIV2=K
tlJPV3=NPV(3)
NPV2P2 = NPV(2)+2
DO 2221 J=NPv2P2,NPV3,2
K=K+) $ Z(K)=Z(J)
00 2221 I=IVAR.4

nos

6kO

f,Qr:;

-...J
N
!;or,

f,OC;:;

700

7('S

11"

71<:;

CDC 6400 FTN V3.0-P30A OPT=O

C f It 10 =c ( I, J)

X(I.IO=XCI.J)
V(J,K)=V(l.J)
222'1 OXYOTCI,K)=DXYDTCI.J)
II,JPV3Pl =NPV (3) +}
NPVlv3=K
IVAPP1=IVAR+}
00 2222 J=},K
2222 ZSTOREfIVAR.J)=zeJ)
NFIVAR=NFltlJAL(IVAR)
DO 2224 J=NPv3Pl,NFlvAR
K=K + 1
CCIVAR.K)=C(IVAR.J)
X(IVAR,K)=X(!VAP,J)
V(IVAR.K)=V(IVAP,J)

Figure A-3-1 (Continued).
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o ROGRAM

1"~,)

1~e;

SORPT

TRACr

CDC 6400 fTN

V3.0-P30~

OPT=O

11/06/72

OXYOT(IVAR.K)=OXVOT(IVAR.J)
2224 lSTOREC!VAR.K)=ZSTOREeIVAR,J)
NF IN AL ( I liAR) =1<
NPV3P2=NPV(3) +2
K=NPVIV3
NPV4=NPV(4)
00 2230 J=NPvlP2.NPV4 .2
K=K+l
Z(K,=zeJ)
00 2226 I=YVARPl.4

en ,to=CU • .)}
X(J.K)=X(l"JJ
v ( I .. Kl =V , I. J)

7Vl

7""e;

76

"w

14r::,

750

2226 OXYDT(I,K)=OXYOT(i.J)
CONTINUE
NPVIV4=K
IF(IIIAR.EQ.l) 2231.2250
223} 00 2232 J=l,K
i'i?32 lSTORE(IVARP1,J)=Z(J)
NPV4P)=NPVC4}'1
NfIVPl=NfINAL'IVARP1)
DO 2234 J=NPV4P!.NfIYPl
K=K·l
C'IVARPl.K)=C(IVARPl,J)
X(IVARPl.K)=X(IVARPl.J)
V(IVARPl,K)=II(IVARPl,.)
DXYOT(IVARPl.K)=OXYDT(IYARP1.J)
2234 lSTORE(IVARPl.K)=ZSTOR(CIVARPl.J)
NFINALCIVARPl)=K
2250 NPV(4)=NPVIV4
N=NPV(4)
NPV (3) =NPV I \13
NPV(2l=NPVIV2
c
IS NOT CORRECTLY DEfINED NOW.
NPV(l)
C
IF IVAR=2. BVPASS THE PRINT STATEMENT IN THE NEXT CYCLE IN 1901 TO 2200.
2301 CONTINUE
THIS IS TIME INCRE~ENT PORTION.
C
2230

MT=~T'l
1S~

7F-"

7e...c:,

77

IF(MT.E:Q.4) M=4
If(MT.GT.4) 1>4=5
If(LICONT.EQ.IO .OR. L2CONT.En.lO)GO TO 2401
?3}0 GO TO 805
2401 CONTINUE
PROGRAM IS DIRECTEO HERf FROM THE PRINT STATEMENT PORT InN
C
FOLLOWING PORTION IS TO CALL c;UI3ROuTINE FOR MICROfILM OUTPUT
IF(Ll.EQ.O) GO TO 2410
IF(LICONT .LE. 1) GO TO 2410
00 ?40B I=l.LICONT
Nf"II=LINOPL(I)
DO 7406 J=}.NFII
CLl (I.J)=CLl(I,Jl/COMAX
lLl(I,J>=ZLl(I.J)llMAX
7406 CONTINUE
?4(18 CONTINUE
LOTQSO=l

Figure A-3-1 (Continued).
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o~')r,RAM

SORoT
24)0

77r:::.

TRACE"

CALL LOTOS2
'ONTINUE
IfCL2.EO.O) GO TO 2420
J~(L2CONT .If. 1) GO TO 2420

00 ?418 I=1,L2CONT
NF" I I=L?"JOPl (I)
DO 2416 J=l.NFIJ

-...l
+;:..

XL2(I,J)=Xl2(I,J)/XMAX
CL2(I.J)=Cl2(I.J)/COMAX
Zl2 (I .J) =Zl2 (I. ,J) IZMAX

7~f'

24}6
24] 8

CONTINUE
rONTINUE

LOrOSO=?
CALL
7RC::;

LOTQS2

?420
CONTINUE
2501 ')T!)P
END

Figure A-3-1 (Continued).
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TRlnlAG

~URROUTTNE

TRACE

CDC 6400 FTN

V3.0-P)O~

OPT=O

11/06/72

15.19.27.

SURP0UTINE TRIDIAG(A,8,r..F9X,N)
(*~****************************************************************************C
c;

}O

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
('
C

THIS SU8ROUTINE SOLVES A TRIDIAr,ONAL MATRIX AS DESCRI8ED IN REMSON.
AND MOLZ. NUMFRICAL METHODS IN SUBSURfACE HYDROLOGY.
A=ARPAY OF DIMENSION N. CON1ATNiNG ELEMENTS IMMEDIATELY BELOW DIAGONAL
B=ARRAY Of DIMENSION N, CONTAiNING ELEMENTS ON DIAGONAL
C=ARRAY Of DIMENSION N. CONTAINiNG ELEMENTS IMMEDIATELY ABOVE DIAGONAL
F=ARRAY OF DIMENSION N. CONTAINING CONSTANT TERMS. EXAMPLE...
A()*X(2t+B()*X()+C(3)*X(4)=f(3)
X=ARRAY Of DIMENSION Nt CONTAINING VALUES OF VARIABLES AS CALCULATED
BY THE SUBROUTINE
SIIBSCRIPTS ON ARRAYS REHQ TO Rf"lW SUBSCRIPTS OF ORIGINAL MATRIX.
HFNCE A ( 1 ), AND C( N) ARE IJNDE.F" I NEO.

~ORN8ERGERt

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C****************************.******.******************************************C
1':;

C
'HI

--..J

VI

?C;

C

lfl

r

.c;

DIMENSION A(N).S(N),C(N),f(N).X(N)
nI~ENSION ALPHACI00),BETA(lOO).V(lOO)
S~LVING fOR ELEMENTS Of LOwER 4ND UPPER FACTORIZATION MAT~ICES
ALPHA (}) =B (1 )
NN=N-l
00 1 J=t.NN
ALDHA(T) IS NOT EQUAL TO ZfRO fOQ SUCH CASES CONSIDERED
BfTA(J)=CeJ)/ALPHA(J)
ALPHA(J+l)=B(J+l)-A(J+l)*BETAfJ)
1 CONTINUE
SOLVING LOWE~ MATRIX fOR Y
Y(})=f(})/ALPHA(l)
DO 2 J=2,N
V(J)=CF(J)-A(J)*Y(J-l)/ALPhAfJ)
? CONTINUE
SnLVING UPPER MATRIX FOR X
XfN)=V(N)
00 3 I=l,NN
J=N-I
X(J)=Y(J)-BETA(J)*X(J+l)
3 CONTINUE
;;IETltRN

END

Figure A-3-1 (Continued).
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CDC 6400 FTN V3.0-P308 OPT=O

Ir

tt:,

r

KTII

.013

TEMP
TA8S
KSTfMP
KITFMP
KSIT
KIlT

20.5
TEMP

Figure A-3-1 (Continued).

=

+

273.

KT~~/TAHS

+

KT~I

= KTIS*TEMP + KTTI
= KST*(lO.**KSTEMP)
= KIT*(10.**KITEMP)
I~OTH£QM IS ALSO A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE
AFXP = -1870.
Af()N = 5.6R
XMULT
276000.
XMEXP = -.05
X~CON

~c::

11/06/72

~URPOUTINE GIVEN (KSX,KYT,KSIT.Kllr,XMAx,ALPHA )
REAL KST9KIT,KSX.KIX,KT~S.KTST,KTIS.KTII.KSTEMP9KITEMP.KSIT,KilT
All CONSTANTS BELOW ARE SPECIFIC FOR A PARTICULAR SORBATE-SORBENT SYSTEM
KST
-1.
KIT
+1.
KSX
-.15
KIX
0.28
KTSS
-24').
KTSl
.98
KTIS
-.0025

=
=
=

c;

-...l
0\

TPACF

GIV~N

= 5.5

=
=

ALPHA
10.**(AEXP/TABS + AeON)
XMAX
XMUlT - lO.**(XMfXP*TEMP
RETURN
END

+

XMCON)

15.19.21.
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TRAcr

LOT1S2

SU~ROUTTNE

CDC 6400 FiN V3.0-P308 OPT=O

11/06112

SUBROUTINE LOTQS2
COMMON/LOTQ/CL1(lO.lOO).ZL1(lQ.IOO).CL2(10,lOO),ZL2(10,100),
~llNOPL(lO).L2NOPL(lO)9LICONT'l2CONT.lOTaSO.TMlS{lO).TM2~(10)
~.~L2(10,loo).TWANT(lO)

c.

10

C

15

15
~o

?O
1~1

..>1:;.

]02

DIMENSION PLSS(lOO).7LSS(lOO)
I(XRAR=l
rALL SfT(.e,.95 •• S0 •• 95.0.0.1.0,0.0.1.0.1)
CALL LARMOO(4Hf3.1.4HfJ.l,3,3.0.0,O,O.o.
r ALL PER I Ml (} 0.10.10, C;)
CAll OPTIONIO,l.O,O.l)
FILL UP POR HEADINGS By CALLING PwRT
CALL PWRT(460.430.21HDISTANCE RATIO,ZllMAX.21,l,Ot
IF(KXBAR.EQ.2)GO Tn 15
CALL PWRT(130.590.26HCONCENTRATION RATIO.C/CMAX,20.1,1)
CALL PWRT(?~09380945HCOlUMN CnNCENTRATION nROFILES DUE TO SORPTION
4.45.?,O)
GO TO 20
CALL PWRT(130.600,24HSORPTION RATlo,xBAR/XMAX.24,l,1)
CALL PWRT(398,380,24HCOlUMN SnRPTION PROFILES,24,2.0»
CALL OPTION(O,O.O.Q.l)
GO TO (lOl.201)LOT~~O
00 105 J=l,LICONT
Nfl !=llNOPl (J)
00 IO? I=l.NfII
f-lL SS ( I ) =Cll (J, I )
lLS~(I)=Zll(J9I)

CALL CURVE(~SS(1)9PlSS(1)'NFII)
KY = 900 - (16):tJ

-l
-l

4u

'1'1<=1<'1'/1024.

=

1000
105
~<:;

;;>01

"'0

202
;),,~

4<:;

;;>10

ell
?04
c.)

TMIST
TMl~(J)/60.
FNCOO£(6.1000.TIME)TMlST
FOPMAT(F5.1)
CALL PWRT(.~.YK.TIME95.1,O)
CONTINUE
GO TO 300
CONTINUE
00 205 J=1.L2CONT
"Jf: I I =L2NOPL (J)
GO TO (202.210)KXBAR
DO ?03 1=I,NFH
PLSS(I)=CL2(J.I)
lL S5 ( I ) =ZL? (J 9 I )
CALL CURVE(lLSS(1).PLSS(1)9~F'I)
GO TO 204
DO :>11 I=l.NFIJ
PLSS(I)=XL.:'(J,lt
lLS5 (I) =ZL? ( j . I»
CALL CURVE (ZLSS (1)> .PLSS (1) ,Nt T I)

=

KY
900 - 16~J
YK=KY 11024. T~?ST

= TM2S(J)/60.

~c

FNCnOE(6 9 1000.TIME)TM25T
tALL PwRT(.8.YK.TIME.5,l.0)
:>('lS

'':'1:,

r.O~,IT

INUE

r~(KXRAR.Eo.c)GO

Figure A-3-1 (Continued).
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c;

l

CAL C;OLUTrON TO MASS BALANCE EQUATION

PTV PT. AT

fl.OOMT"J

TIMF=

o.

eM

DEL TAT=

O.OOMIN

COli IMN PROFILEs
DYc.:r

VELO

trMl

(eM/MIN)

o.
• ~I)OOOF+OI
• ~f)OOOf+Ol
.)OOOOE+Ol
.1<>0001="+0?
• 10;.;000£+0?
.1 ROOOE+(l?
.?IOOOF:+02
.?4000F"+0;:>
• ~'OOOf+02
• lOOOOF+02
• ~ HIOO~ eO?
• 'hOOOF="+O;:>

·

~OOO'+O~

.'>2flOI)I=+O?
.,.':>OOOr:+O':>
.4~OOOF+I)?

. ' IQOI)F.t}?

• '-41)01)1= +11"
'OOO&: +O.?
• - ')QOOF eO?

·

.'10<;3£+0?
.?10C:;3f+02
• ?lOS3E+O?
.?10S3E+O?
.21053[+0;:>
• 210S3f+O?
.2JOS3f+C:>
.21053£+0;:>
.£>1053E+O;:>
.?10C:;3E+0?
• 210<:;3£+0?
.. 210<:;3f+O?
.2)0<:;3E+0;:>
.?) 0"",3f+O?
.21053£+O?
.21053E+0?
.21053F+O?
.210:-3E+0;:>
• 21053E+02
.?tOC;3E+0?
.21053£+0?

.30<)00[+0)
• JOOOOE-19
.10000E-19
.10000E-19
• 10000£-19
• )0000£-}9
.. 10000E-19
• lOOOOE-l~
.. 10000E-19
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O•
o•
o•
o•
o•
O.
o.

O•

o•

O.
O.

o.

O•
O.
O•
O•

O.
O.

O•

0 ..
O.
O.
O.
0 ..
O•
O.

o•
o•
o•
O•
o.
o•

Figure A-3-2. Sample output, Program SORBT.
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.. 54748E+03
.. 54761£+03
.. 54773£+03
.54786£+03
.. 54798E+03
.56912£+03
.82460E+03
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.21015£+03
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Figure A-3-2 (Continued).
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APPENDIX B
TRANSPORT KINETICS
1. Theory
The fourth possible rate limiting step in kinetics involves the rate of transport to the neIghborhood
of the sorbent particle by convection and disperSIOn. This has not been discussed in the literature but there
are cases where it has an important bearing on the ()utcome of C(Z,t) and X(Z,t). In some cases, ,I'. a given
position Z, a particle may be sufficiently filled wIth sorbate by this as a controlling mechamsm before a
shift occurs to another mechanism (i.e .. partIcle diftusion).
To elicit an expression delineating a transport rate by convection and dispersion requlre~ some
slight additional mathematical development When ~onvective-dispersive transport governs it means the
sorbate is sorbed as quickly as it is delivered to the sorbent neighborhood. For this condition the
concentration profile, in the reach where convective-dispersive transport kinetics governs. is steady state
and () CI d t ~ O. Thus Equation (2-2) is.

dC

ot

1- P
P

= o ::

oX

p-- -

. . (B-1)

ot

Solving for d Xj:j t gives:

(dX)
dt T

:::

1

P

P
1- P

(

_v

2

c)

dC + D d
OZ
2'
OZ

.

. . . . (B-2)

d Xl ~ t is subscnpted to indicate a convectIve dispersion expression.
The task now IS to find C(Z), which will allow a solution of Equation (B-2). This function C(Z)
is uruque for the particular porous media III question and for the flow velocity. Thus C(Z) must be an
experimentally determined functIOn under conditions such that ( d XI d t)T ' (d XI d t) p
First consider a smgle sorbate particle travelmg within the intersticial stream T!le stream thread
vanes m diameter dnd bifurcates randomly. These statistical properties along anyone interstiClal stream are
the same for every other stream (by the ergodic hypothesis in statistical mechamcs). They are umque for a
given porous media having a given porosity, mean particle size, particle size distribution, particle shape.
and aggregation
If a single sorbate particle is sent along this path suspended in the fluid stream, it will have a
certain fixed probabIlity, unique for the particular porous media (and velocity), of makmg a collison within
the neighborhood of mfluence of the particle (i.e., where it can travel the remaining distance to the particle
surface by diffusion) This is physically quite conceivable if we consider that the random bifurcations can
occur at .my radial pomt within the intersticial stream. Sooner or later a bifurcation will occur that will find
the ~i11 hate particle within the sphere of influence of a sorbent particle. The influence of velocity upon the
~oillSlon probability can now be seen. As velocity decreases it is a reasonable hypothesis that the
neighborhood of diffusion influence increases; this could be thought of as being analogous to the influence
of velocIty on the amount of sediment trapped in a settling tank.
Thus for a given porous medium and a given flow velocity this particle will have a probability of
say .50 of making a collision within a certain distance of travel (call it the "half distance" if it is desired to
see somewhat of an analogy with radioactive disintegration with time). Now if we consider 100 particles in
the fluid stream mitially, 50 will remain after one half distance, 25 after the next half distance, and so on.
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This suggests a decay equation of the form:

C(Z) = C'
a

e

-AoZ'
. . . (B-3)

where e~) = e(Z~), and Z~ is the "pivot point" where (d X/d t)p = (d X/d t)T and Z' = Z - Z~)' The term
A is an experimentally determined coefficient: the meaning implied by A is a conditional collision
probability depending upon v.
Taking derivatives on Equation (B-3) we find:

dC
,-AOZ'
-=-AoCoe
2Jz
a

=

-A·C(Z)

=

2
A .C(Z)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (B-4)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (B-5)

and;

d 2C
dZ

2

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (B-6)

Substituting (B-5) and (B-6) into Equation (B-2) gives:

(

dX
_
~t

J
T

1
P
=---(v+DoA)oAoC(Z)
P 1- P

. . . . . . (B-7)

By substituting (B-3) in (B-7) we have:

,
- Ao
(V+DoA)oAoC "e
a

z'
. . . . . . . . . . . . . (B-8)

Equation (B-7) or (B-8) has an interesting physical significance. The terms v, D. and e(Z) are
indicative of the transport rate at the position Z, but the term \ tells how many collisions will occur. In
other words. the expression given in (B-7) as indicating the probability that within the time period ex t the
sorbent concentration at Z will have increased by lY, X.
This pro ba bility coefficient A can only be determined experimentally. It is determined by means
of bquatlon (B-3). Also in the column reach where convective dispersion transport governs the
concentration profile, C(Z)t, is determined by Equation (B-3). If a measured profile. e(Z)t, is plotted on
semi-log paper, the relation e(Z) vs Z will plot as a straight line in the reach Z
Z~ The slope of this
straight line IS the term \ /2.3. Also the point where the straight line is initiated is the point Z ~ and the
point where e(Z~) = e~; this is of no importance in utilizing Equation (B-7) or (B-8), however. These terms
Z~ and r <: will be determined by means of the computer program.
Expenmental verification of Equation (B-3) is given in Part 2 of Appendix B, which follows. It is
this equatIon that determines the tail end of the concentration profile.
2. Experimental
Equation (B-3) is the form of the concentration profile if Equation (2-11) is true. This can be
imposed by using a fresh sorbent and for convenience a 35 cm column will work. Also the Rhodamine-B
solutIOn must be very weak; 50 Wg/l (or .050 Wg/ml) was used. A 5 gallon carboy fixed as a mariotte
siphon served as the source and to control the head. The 35 cm column was fixed as the larger column, with
sampling taps every 5.0 cm.
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A run consisted of starting the flow, measuring flow rate and then taking samples at each sampling
tap. The constant
couid then be determined by taking the slope of the semi-log plot of log C(Z) vs Z,
since the 10garithmlL form of Equation (B-3) is:

log C(Z)
To completely define

=
A •

log C

1

A

- -- Z
o
2. 3

(B-9)

it must be measured fOT ) tull range of velocities.

Again this task was automated, this time using a computer program PROLAM, which follows, as
Part ~ of this Appendix B. It was adapted from program PROHL. Table B-3 defines the variables and gives
instructlOns for preparing data cards for PRO LAM Data were recorded on Fortran coding sheets as shown
in Figures B-Ia. and B-1 b. Figure B-2a is the program listing. Output are shown in the samples 3a, 3b, and
3c. The term. , was calculated by a least squares fit of Equation (B-9) to the data, using subroutine
REGLOG.
Figure B-3c is sample output for activated carbon, Filtrasorb 200, giving), as the variable name
PLAMDA for nine different flow rates. Figure B-3b shows the output In graphical form which is in
accordance with Equation (B-9).

3.

Evaluation of column collision probability coefficient, \, using program PROLAM

Table B-l. Instructions for preparation of data cards for Program PROLAM.
Card

2
3
4

"

6
7
8
9

10

11
J2

13-N

Col

Format

1 1 ~ 2A6
1-12 112
1-1 x 3A6
I-l~ 3A6
1-1 ~ F12.3
1-12 1--12.3
I 1 ~ F12.3
I8
18
I-I.:' 112
1-5
6-10
1]-1 "
! :5
1-5
6-10
11-15
] 6-20
, 1-25
1-6
7-12
] 3-18
19-24
25-30
31 4('

5.2
5.2
F6.l
F6.1
16
16
16
10.0

41-50

10.0

51-60

10.0

01-70

10.0

5.1

51
" J

15

'i ::

S.2

S?

Variable
Name

Definition

DATE
HOUR
SBATE
SBENT
CONCIN
SAMVOL
ZZERO
IRUN
N

Date of measurements
Hour (military time) of measurements
Sorbate species flowing in solution through column
Sorbent with which column is packed
Feed concentration of sorbate ( g/ml)
Sample volume used in dilutIOn transfers (ml)
Distance from top of column to sorbent interface (em)
Consecutive number of measurement set
Number of samplIng taps from which samples were
measured
TUNO
Temperature l)( column
TDOS
Blank ignored
TTRES
Blank-ignored
DIAL
Dial reading on pump (0-100% capacity)
ROTS
Reading of small rotometer-plastic ball
ROTL
Reading of large rotometer-plastic hall
QVOL
Flow rate by volumetric measurement (ml/min)
ROTSS
Reading of small rotometer-steel ball
ROTLS
Reading of large rotometer-steel ball
ZSUM(I)
Distance from top of column to sample tap 1
READIN(I) Instrument reading, after dilution, for sample 1
ITEMP(l)
Instrument temperature used to read sample i
IFIL(I)
Instrument density filter used to read sample i
ISEN(I)
Instrument sensitivity range used to read sample i
DILVl(I)
Fust dilution volume to which SAMVOL was dilutedfrom original sample (ml)
DILV2(O
Second dilutIOn volume to which SAMVOL was dilutedfrom DILVI (ml)
DILV3(I)
ThIrd dilution volume to which SAMVOL was dilutedfrom DILV2 (ml)
DILV4(I)
Fourth dilution volume to which SAMVOL was dilutedfrom DILV3 (m!)
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':"uN U<'UDH,6RC;SD1.lIWRI .?7~ D.w. '"1fNORICKC;
iilFOR.IS PROLAM.PROlAM
C
PROJECT "G -f.~ SOR8 TION 1\ IN£ T IC<,
CALCULATION M
COLUMN PROF Tl f<; FRO" RAil DATA
DIMENSION >SflI-'(301.'f3D
RfAOI"(~11.<;fNfILf
4.4.'71
I M['IC; I n "I ~ 8 A T fI ~ I
q F Nr
'AT
o I ME N, ION
0 II F C 1 f I I" I rr .. P f SOl. I'lL I
I • I" f .. I ~ 0)
I Mf "I'> ION (A I I ~ I {r , • (" I I V CON (
I ~ fJ I • 1 I '11
f"lIMta./1IOI\I QI/('l"(lnO"
"}UO(~rJ,'>f
.QlJN~(L
',OA1fIO(J),UATf"Hlf'J
VI""" I,H, ',OATfl<;(:
'·GrH'>OI,QIO('Hl,'iJI ,{J,>!I
.P,A"OAIC;O)
filME...,<,!0N "'fNrPft,I.,
I ..)Pf (c..nl,Rt r)).R<:'Q(~,rl'

a

rill

a

n) •• '

r

/-I i?
IFIlIT' .IT. n.171T1:n.
'iND '111 UTlON FACTOR
IF 10 Il V I I I) .1 f. O.l GO
IFtnllV21I1 .If. O.ISO
IF to It v 3 ( I ) .If. O.IGO
IF lD II v 4 II I .L E. n .. ) r,()
DIINU"'111
4•
GO 1 (\ I I

'J

" or LVII

I I
OIlV?1 II
Ollnl I I
OIlV41I1
'Ht NUM (T I
r,(' T (' I I
' l ' V 71 r I

J

IN IF Gf R HOUR
OIMEN'>ION 011 VII 3fJI.')[I V?I~OI" II VIII'1I. n TLV41''1)"JlIN ''''~JI
I RE AD ( '>. 1 f. 1 nAT f • H nu R
I f- FORMAT IlAblll?1
IF (HOUR .GT. Zf.::JO I (;C' TO qq
READI"·I<;I S8AH.ssr"l.CDNCIN.SAI-'VOL.77fRO.IRUN.N.TtlNO.'iJO',
l TT Rl , . J I At • ROT S • RO H • VOL • ROT 5 5 ,R 0 Tl S •
1 ,<; II M ( I I , II A[' I "I ( l I , I T [ MP I
3 I I .1 FIll I ) • I <;F "II I I • rJ Tl v 1 I I ) .01 1 V? I I I. I) I L V 11 r , • D fl V~ I II • (: I. N)
15 fORMATI3A6/3Af./3Ifl>.llIdRIII2/'FC,.1 IS.5F'>.'1
l?rf>.'
2316.4FIO.rJlI
GOU,", , I I : I.
GOU""?I
.01
J : J • I
IRUNLO :
1
IRUNHI : J
NRUN<; : J
50HfINRUNS.II
DATEIII
SOATfINRUN<,.?1
OATEI21
OATELnlll
·,['ATrll.11
OATElOIZI
'>nATF!I.21
OATEHI I 11 '5DATf IIIIRU"l<;. 11
OATfHI(Z) :<;nATfINRUN<;.l'
RUN
IRUN
RllNNIJ) - RUt..
TfMP
TUNO
OUMO IF
rJ.
NP eN
<,rORf FLUOROMElfR
ABLf wITH ARGUMENT, ""'P. cr. 'fR
C;ENTITIvlT.
SE NF IL I 1.1. I '
" • '1" '11 I '
C;E NF Il
I. I • "
(.
'I
"fNFIL'
1.0
'>E Nf lL ! I .1. 4 J
SE NF TL I I. Z • 1 I - 0.0114')
SE NF IL I 1.7. ~ 1
0.00227
5E "If Il ( 1.7. 2)
O.o:J088Q
SE NF IL I 1.2. 4)
0.0'1030
SE "IF IL ( 2 oJ oJ )
0.0:1 01 37
0.0
SE "IF IL 1 2.1. ~ I
Sf NF IL 12. 1. 21: O.
SE NF IL 1 2.1. 4)' O. ['
SENFILI 2.201) : 0.01395
SENf Il I 2.2031 : 0.0324
SE NF Il I 7.2. 2 1= n. 01 [J9 52
SE NF Il 1 1. 2. 4 I
0 • 00 83 3 ~
SENfII f 3.1.11
0.0~'l140
SENFILI3d.~'
0.0
SENFILI 301. 1,' O.r]
5E NF I L I 3.1. 4 1
1).0
SENF TL I 3.2011
0.01 7;>
SE NF IL I 3.2. ~)
1).0'1 ) I I
SfNFIL( 3,7·
0.[1·"J2
SENFILI 3.2. "'- O.n'1 "75
STORE SMALL ROTOMETFR r ALI8RATTON
Rvf
CONVERT FLOw "EA' FRO" "I/<;F( 1
M T'"
GV OL : () V OL' ~ O.
GS MP 1
(- • q • • 21' 'U) r< I • 6~
()SMST
1 - . ' 1 ' .42'Rn'~\I'GO.
STORf lARGf ROTOMETER CALIRRAIIOIII
,! <,
OL GP 1 - I 1. ')
. . 6 1 • R 0 TL 10 [, O.
OLGST : (-1.8 • 1.27.QOTlSlof,O.
IF (()<;MPL • LE. O.IOSMPL
O.
If 10S""T .Lf. n.IOS""T
O.
IF IGLGPL .LE. n. )OLGPl
O.
IF IOLGST .LE. O. )OLG<;T
O.
00 2 ~ I : 1. "I
l ( II
Z<;U'l1 II
12E o O

a

\0

r

n

Figure B-2a. Listing of Program PROLAM (Hendricks, 1965).
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TO h
T07
TO ~
T () q

I.
1.
I.
I.
').

I.

uIlV~lli
I.
OIlV4( lJ
I.
DILNUMITI
1.
GO TOil
8 OIlV,1 II
1.
DIlV4Ql - 1.
OIlNUM(I) : 7.
GO TOIl
9 OIlv41l1 - 1.
OIlNU'IITI 0 3 .
II CONT INU(

01 LF C T 1 r

n

)

'X (\.

Dl l V II I I •

f]

I LV 7 I I I. J Il

v 3 I I I • D) L V4 1 I I I

I"

A MVO L •• 0 I L NU M I I 1

IF fD TL V I III .1 r. 1. I [) II V I 1 II
U.
IffDILV?lll . I f . 1.1"lLV71II
D.
IFfDllV3(II .IE. 1.1f1ILV3III
U.
IFIOIIV411· _If. 1.1rJllv4'II
f].
COMPilE fLUOQ"..,rTfO COIf
K,)EN : I~ENI!l
If<IT':MPIII .rQ. ?'lIKTfI1P
IFIITfMPll1 .fG. 7~IKTEI-'P:?
IFIlT(MPIII .EG. 3~IKTfMP - I
IfllflLlIl .ro. OIKFll
I
IF(fFlllll
IIKFlL
IF<I')tN(II .F~. 1f1IK~f"
I FIT '>f III I T I • r o. 3 [) ) K ') F "I
4
CAlI~1 II
,)fNf III KTf"P.Kf IL ,K,ENI
cuveONIII
rAlIRIII.'HAOINII)
elII
CuveONIII'DIlFCTIII
YC II ,
r I II IC ( 1 I
QU(l1 I. JI
Ve( I I
If (Y C I I I • l T. • Or] ~ I I v C 1 I I: • D~ "I
OLOGIl.JI : ALOGIOIYCI I ) '
GO (J I
OVOI
? ~ CONT INUE
WRlTflf"IOnl
'ATr,'·QAT(,7l(OO. HfluR.'.flfNT.l(MP,J.rONC1N,<,AMVOL.
ZG<; ><P L
100 FORMAT IIHI 11117X'TA~lE ?
<;ORPT;ON KINfTIC fYPfRIM[Nl, '
COLl~CT
2ION AND RrDUCTION Of COlUI-'N OATA'/~4X'Cfll LI')IO~ DROBAf'ILlTY ,XPERI
3 'IE NT')' I I 1 5 x • f' A T( • , ? x • ? A f,. I a x • <., 0 R ~ AT f •• 2 x ,
4
3AE>ol4X'OI,T TO 'C'0BENT',F7.1 02X·C~·/I'''·H:JUq'.r7olX·HR;·olIX'<;0
SRQEN1·.2x.3Af,11X·COlUMI<J TUIPFkATUIIE'.FI.l,2X'OFG C·/lox·RUN·.I7,
E.16X·VAT CONCt.rg.l,?X'UG/"'1L'/)gX·~AMPLr VOL.·~r7 .. 1.2x'''1L·/
772X'FLOw RATf'/74X 'ROTOMfTER SMALL (P, RALlI·.r 7.1. 7X'Ml 1111 ... •
IIR !Tfl £,.1111 il,)I<IS I. OLGPL ,aL G<; T .OVOl
III FOR'IAl(74X'ROTO'lETfP ,"'ALL 1<;1 RALll',f '.I,2X'~l/MI"'114X'ROTO"ETf
lR LARGE (Pl 8ALL)·.F7.1.?X'Ml/'lI'J'/74"'OTOMfTlR LARG, ( q BALLI',
3F7.1.?X·Ml/MTN·/84X·V0l. FLOW MEA'.'.F', .;"ML/'1IN"11I
oIR IT, If.. I O? 1
If'1 fOR"ATIISX·OISl'.
lOX'r'lTl!'fI("\/\,j 'JOltJMf"· 7X'OIL FACT'.4'!'
ZINSTPUMFNT',4X'IN5TQ QfAO'.4X'CUVfTff ',q'1.·~Olllrl()N·vc'f'r/C(O}')
wRITE16.1031
1:,3 FORMAT (15X·«("'1I·.
~X' >lLVI',2X'OllV?'.lX'nlLV'·,2x·fJllV4

.r".

Z',12X"TEfo'IP'.lX'FIt '.?X'S£N'.lRx·rONC',8X'CONC',
ML ).
I/R IT
2 .0 I L
3 I I.
I r 1 FORM
23.3)
"3

124X'(

, 3 X" (to'; L I ' , 3 x '( r-'l ) • , 3 x ' ("1l ) • ,q ~ '( , ( U G / M l } , , Sx ' ( ,I b I HL I •
Elf, 01 Dill
7 ( II •
II II ( I ) .0 IL v > I I I ,[11L v 3 ( I I .0 Il v 4 I I )
reT I I I • I T C.,p I I I • 1 F Il I I ) • I'" NIl I , PEA 0 I N I I 1 , ell v (0 N I ! , • C ( I I ,
Y( 1
1
I.N I
A Til 7 X , r 7. I •
F9.0dF7.J,r9.11,If,oI4,rr;,' lJ.~.rl'>.4,f IJ.4.f l

=

DATA TOXo!OY/4HOI<;T.4HC/CO
NPR
.J
NT X - I

( ,',

NT Y :

ex CV
M

:

2
1.0
1.0

_- N

NL
"l
CAJ-! REGLOGIM,NL,NPR,IOX,IOv,
1SL OP r I J I ,R (J I ,RS 01 J) )
PlAMOAIJI
'.303.QOPEtJI

I

~

7,VC,N'X,NTv,Cx.rv,YINCPIJI,

G(' • n 1

9<J CO NT TNU'
IF (HOUP
~OOOI GO '0 9<J<J
WR IT f I (;,8471 IR UN LO , I RlINH I , ,)11. T f ,0 AT fl 0, ')8 F N •
B47 FORMATflHIIII'70X'TAfll f l REGRESSION COEFFICIrNT\ AND CHARACTfPIST
ZICS OF Bf,)T Ff r CUPVF<; FOP lO(, CICO V,) OI<;TANCf 'lSI X'COLU<;ION PRO
J BA BI LIT Y r XPfR 1M EN T< • , I 1 <, X 'R liN '> " Til ,2 X ' TO' , 14 • I nx ,<; OP RA T r •• 7X .3 AI; I
410X'DATE Of FYP' .?X,?AG. I;X'<;OR'lfNT',2XdAGI
WRITEI6,7'i1
7~ FORMATIIHOllf7Ax'RUN'
-,"FlOw RATf',lIX'Q'ol4X'P'>Q', gX'INTlRCfPT
" , RX·<;LOPF·,IOX·PIAMOA'f37X'(ML/"INj·.l<JX'II/CMI·. 'lX'II/CMI'1
WR IT E ( 1;.7 G \ ( ". QO IJ I , R I J' • R <;Q CJ I ,v I NCP I J I • <; l OP f CJ I • PL AM D A I J I , J : I • NR
~UNSI

Ib fORMATIIHOI

~

N

I?OX,ylO,Fl').2.5FI~

,<'11

INSERT PlnT SUB-PPO-PAM HERE
BEGIN OPfRATION OF Pl")TTfR TO PLOT (O/<Cf'lTPATTON PROfILE IC/CIOI V<;
00 3<, J
I.NPIIN<;
DO 3C, I
I, N
If 10 UO II • J I .L T. .0 II QUO II, J I: • OJ
3~ CONTINUf
Nl
NRUNSoN
STfP 1 E')TABI T SH OIMEN,)IONS OF PLOT PAPFR
CALL I DP l 0 ' .} " .0 t! 4 .0 I
STEP - OO(\VIOE MAIl ING INS TRUCT IONS
CAll <;"'11 Q(O.?.rJ.O.O.IU.94HMAIL TO '1. w. "'NORICK<;. 'lwRI. UTAH
25TATf UNlv • lOGAN, UTAH 1\4'21
,)EN!) By fIR,! CLA''> MAII.'l3.n.9~1
STfP ~ '<;T ASt T SH PERMANfNT OR',IN FOR GRAPH. THT<; 1< DONF flY I I
CALL PI,)lll.C,.?O, 11
<rfP ~ f<,TABI T<'H X OXI,). 1 HfN v-AXl', -LAllfl ~ ACH AXI<,
II NI
37.
AL Y
8.
AL Y
17.
CALI <;CAL~ I
1. N.ALx,ZMIN.OOI<;T,lI
CALL Axr<;10.o.0.Ool6HOISTANCE. Z ICMI, 16.AlX.1,n.{MIN.D"I\I,
CAU I GSCAlIClOUM. 2,AlV.QAMIN,NCYC.!)
CALI I GAXf"(0.'1.0.0.?~HCONCENTRATION PATIO. C/C,?4.ALY.91.D,QAMIN.
INC YC I
II - 0
/'
DO 503 J - -IoNRUNS
00 503 T
I,N

II

~

7<;1'1' I

CALL ,)YMBlq('~.O.-1.7o;,J.IO.4HTfMP,O.o.41
CAll NUMARFI'.I. 1.7C;.D.IOoTEMP.O.Odl
CALL <;YMBl416.0. 1.1".~.10.7HSOR'lfNT.0.0.1I
CALL SYMRL~(6.8. 1.1S.J.IO,SBENT.O.0.IBI
CAll C;YMBLQIG.O.-I.50l.0l.l0,7HSORQATf.O.n,71
CALL ~YMBl416.8. 1.'i'1.J.I0.SBATE.n.o,181
tAll ')YMRl4(!;.0. 1.75.1.10tl2HHHTIAl CONC.Il.Ool?1
CAU NUMBI>F, ~ 'l, 1- 7C, oJ.t O. CONe IN.O.O 01 I
CAll I>IOT I I.n. , O. H
CAlIflNI
GO TO I
q'l4CONTINUf
F"D
elF op.r S Rf GL OG, Rf GI 0 G
SUBR OU TI NE REG lO GI N, NN, N PP • lOX. lOY, x • Y , N TX • N T Y , C x • C Y • A. B. R ,R2 I
REGRfSSION fQUATTONS fOR OIfFERENT LOG AND SOIT lOG TRAN~FORM<;
TRAN<;FORM<; INTX OR "'tt ARf A<; PIllOW"
J
Nfl TRAN<;FnR14ATION
LOGl DIll
LOGI0IC7-1I
l OG I 0 I 7 (N 1- l! II I
TRAN')FORfoI 7 IIITH Rf GRf \'> ION ABOUT LOGI 01 ?BARI
TRAN<;FORM ~ WITH REGRf'>5IO'l AqOU' LOGIOCCZ-l MEANI
7
TRANSFORM 4 WITH REGReSSI"" ABOUT LOGIOIZINI 71I1 MEANI
N 15 THE TOTAL NUMAER OF OS5fRVAT 10"1<;, I E THE SIZE OF THE X AND
Y ARRAYS
NN I <, THE NO Of TA IL END flB'>fRVAT ION'> THa T ARE USED IN COHPUT ING
liN I ASSOCI AT [0 WITH TRAN<,FORMAT ION 4 OR 7
NPR IS A PRINT OPTION FOR PRINTINr; THE OQIGINAl DATA AND THE
TPAN5fORMfO DATA IF NPR IS NON ?EPO
IDX IS A 4 CHARACTER ALPHANUHfRIC IDENTIFICATION FOR r
lOY IS A 4 CHARACT(R AlPHANUMfRIr IOfNT[FICATIO'l FOR Y
X IS THf INoFPENDENT VARIABLF ARPAY
Y IS THf :)fP(NOENT VARIABLf APPlY
NTX 1<; TH~ TRANSFORMATION '>Pf( FOI> x
NTY I". THE TRANSFORMlTION ~Pf<' fOP y
CX AND tY ARf THf CON<;TAN!' A<;',O< Turn .ITH TOANsrORMATIONS ~
A NO f,
OIMf'lSION XI '11.Y I~ I
')X N=O.
SHI=n.
<;X CJ.

,1

')X

124

175

~

TIMf

II

~02

00 40! J - !.NRUNS
YDUM : YDU" - 0.?5
CALL SVMAL~'fi.q.VOUM,O.15,J.O.3,-1I
CALL NUMBRFI7.<;.VOUM.0.lD.QOIJI,CJ.0.21
CONTlNUf
DO 401 I
I.N

II
401

I I

•

4
17

\

CALL SVMBI~
'([I.QUOOIIII.I"IS.J,CJ.O.-11
CONT INUE
LABfl GRAPH wI f", ~PPIHlPIATF IDPP 'lrTION INFOR'1A' 'ON
CAll '>YMRl4(0.1. I.O,.20.hIHSORP!rn" KINfTIC FYP"RIMfN1S
2 CON CE NT R A T/ ON "R(J F I L F 5 ,a. 0 • G I I
CAli
<MAL4, 1.0. '.2<;.:J.lO.~HRUNS •• ).).41
CAU 'IUMARI'2.7 • . -25,O.lOolRUNLf'.1.r11
CAU "YMRI"'~.8. 1.2S.0.10.2HTO.).0.11
CALI ",UMIl"I( 1.4. t.25.0.JOolRUNHI.O.0)
CALI \YMBl413.0, 1.50,O.lO.4HOATr.o.o.~)
CALL ,YMBL~(3.5. 1.50,CJ.lO.OATELO.O.Otl21
CALL ')YM8l414.4. 1.50.:J.IO.2HTO.1.0,71
CALL '>YMBl4(4.8. -1.5a.J.Io.OATEHT.O.f101 n

Figure B-2a. Listing of Program PROLAM (2).

n.

I

'1.

O.
AN :NN
I FIN OR • E Q. 1 I WP IT F I (, • 1 24 I I D X • 101
fORMAT IIHl.?5X 'ORIr,IIlAl DATA FOLLOW'>'!'
00 5 I: I.N
I FIN P R • Ell. 1 I WR IT f I 6 01 25 I I oX I I I • VI I I
FORMATllxr'i.1F30.QI
IFINTX.GT.~I
')X:<;X+XII!
IFINTY.GT.4ISV=<;Y·'(11
CONT INUr
IFINTX.EO.4.0R.NlX.fll 71 GO TO 2
GO T 0 ~
DO ~ I: I,IIN
<)XN=<;XN'XIN-I'II
ex -'> XN I AN
N= N- NN
IFI'ITY.f(l.4.0R.NTY.rO.71 GO TO \7
GO TO 1 fi
DO 14 I: 1 • NN
<;YNc<;YN'VI N- J'II
(1 =<; 1'1 fAN
IFINTr.Nf.4.0P.NTX.'1f.71 N:'1·NN
AN::N
\y;>

II • 1

<;03 QUOOIIII : QUOlloJI
c'
CALL LGSCAl(QUOO.Nl.AlV,QAMIN,NCYC,!1
CALL SYHBL416.~,ll.75,O.lO,2~HPLOT SYMBOL
FLOW QATf.0.O,241
CALL <;YMBLQIP,.0.".5'1,O.!O.8HIML/MINI.:l.::J.1l1
VOUH c 11.50
,)IfP <; GO BACK TO flPIGIN WITH PEN UP
CALL PLOTIO.a.O.Odl
SffP I SHOW THE (xPfRIMENTAl POINTS USING OFF PLOT 5YHBOL, FOR fACH

n.

')X 1

1G
( aLUM/<

OR5 NO'17XA4.Z(,XA41

IFINTX.GT.I.OP.N1Y.GT.l.ANO.NPR.Ffl.IJII~I'f

l?b

fORMArIIHn.25x'TRAN<;f~RMEI)

DO

20 I:I.N
GO TO flO.5.1,7,h.7,n,NTX
(, IF (X (It.LE .0.) GO Tf) q
IfINPR.EQ.IIXI=X'11
~ITI
AlOGIOIX(III
GO TO 10
1

X( I

I

GO

TO (,

C X- X' 11

DATA

FOLlOII,'!'

IG.lnIIDx,fOy
OR' NO'8xA403I1I;XA411

8

WRITEIGoI?OIIDX.),NTX
VALUr
OP I
'1',,' T' IMPPOPfo f"OP TRANSFORM
AT 7f o O'I
X I II -n.
GO TOt 1 <;, II , 12. 17, I I. 12. I 2 •• " T Y
IF(Y(JI.lf.O.1 GO T'
11
IF INPP .EO.II VI:r (J
YfIl AlOGIOIYfIlI
GO TO 15
YI II ~CY-YI II
GO TO II
WRITEI Gd201 IOYd .... TY
Y I I I :n.
IFINTX.LE.41 SX=SX+XIII
IFINTY.LE.41 <;Y=SY+YIII
IF IN T x .G T • I • OR .N lY .G T • 1 • AN O. NP R • f Q • 11 WR I Tf I G, I? 7 I I , X I, Y I, X I I I ,
FORMU IIXIS.4F20.81
COIIITI ... UE
GO TO 121.21.?}.21.22,23.23I,IIITX
XBAR =S XI AN
GO TO 25
XBAR :ALOG 101 SX IANI
GO TO 25
XBAR:ALOGI0IABSIO I<;X/ANIII
GO TO I 2 G, 2G ,7 h' 2G, ? " 28, ;> 8 I , III' Y
YQAR=-SY/AN
GO TO 2'3
YBAR :ALOGI01 <'Y IANI
GO TO 2'3
YBAR:ALOGI:JIAf\SICY-I<;YIANIII

120 FOPMAT(I •• A4.·
1.'.
VALUE Sf'
1::J
II

II

13
IS

171
20
21

22
23
J 5
2G

77
71!

290030 J:I,N

\0

W

XX =X II l-xB4R
yy:y II 1- YSAR
SXY:SXY'XX'YY
S X 2: S X 2' X X. X X
IU SV2:SY2'YYo VY
SO X: 50 R TIS X 2/1 AN -I • I I
50Y~SORTISV2/1 AN-I.II
5C X= I • IS 0 X
SC Y: I. ISO V
CALCULATE RfGPE5<;ION COEFFICIENT5
B= 50 VI sox
IF ISXY.LT.O.IR=-B
A=YBAR-B'XBA~

118

IFIA .GT. 20.IGO TO 88
I FIN Tx • E Q. 2 • A NO. NT Y • r Q.
CONTINUE
C= -4 18
0= I. IA
R=5XY/SGRT 15X2'S Y2 1
R?:R oR

?I

~

10.".

Figure B-2a. Listing of Program PRO LAM (3).

'15

Y

I I I

R 0 : <. OR T I • B <; I R 1 I
BI '"XY/SX2
A I YPAR-B 10X'3AR
01 =5XY/'>Y2
CI:XP.AR f)1'YB.~
IFINTX.fO.11 GO TO 41
XA :10 ••• (
XBR: I 0.- oXBAO
40 IFINTY.[Q.II GO TO 5J
VC :1 n." A
YAR: 10."YBAP
SO <; Y G x :S Q R T I I I I • -R ? I • I , Y? 1 1I I AN- I • I I
5 x G Y : <; Q R T I I I I. -R ? 1 • I <; x 2 1 11 I AN- I • I I
IF INTX .EO.l 1 GO TO ')~
XA 1: 1'1.' 'CI
S<, IF (NlY .EO.II GO TO G')
VC I: I Cj." Al
WRITE OUT Rf<;ULT~
r;r. TFINPP .~f. IIGO T(l hI
WRHFIGd2l1
In FOPMATIIHIoJSX'ORTHOGONAl RfGPf'>"ION eOUATION,'1
IIRIT£lGollOI PlX,NIX,<;CX,X'IAPO!(IT,IIITV,,)(V,YBAP
lID FOR~ATIIHO,'X - 'Aq,- TRAN';']?,' '>CALEO BY'FI?~,' APOUT MEAN: 'F
117.6,' v
'A4,' TRA',)S'[;>,' <rAlffJ '1Y'Fl?b,' AROUT ''''A''' - 'F17.51
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APPENDIX C
DISPERSION
1. Theoretical

Consider a non-reacting solute released in a saturated column of porous media at position Z = 0 at
time t = 0, and fed continuously thereafter. The solute concentration profile is initially a step function
varying from zero to C a. the feed concentration After a certain distance of travel this step function will
have been modified to an S-shape. As the solute travels downstream this S-shaped profile will continue to
elongate. The mId point of the curve where C/Co = 0.50 is the mean travel time, v t. or the position the step
function would occupy had it retained its original shape. This spread about the mean travel time position is
called "dispersion."
There are several reasons for dispersion. The radial parabolic velocity profile will cause apprecia ble
dispersion in laminar pipe flow; diffusion of the solute is another factor but is insignificant except at very
low flow rate. velOCity variation due to the random geometrical configuration within the intersticial stream
is considered the most significant reason (Beran. 1955: Rifai. Kaufman and Todd, 1956).
Dispersion is exactly analogous to diffusion, or Brownian motion, both phYSically and
mathematically The differeTlce is that disperSIOn IS treated with respect to a moving frame of reference.
Tu show this analogy and to provide 111SIght into the mechanism of dispersion. first consider the
one dImensional movement of a gas molecule with mitial position Z = 0 at time t = O. As the molecule in
the gas moves backward and forward in a "random walk" it has a position probability defined by the
familiar bell shaped normal curve. as tiIlle increases this curve flattens. The more steps the molecule takes
the greater the probability of being found at pOl)Itions other than Zo' although Zo is still the "most
probable" position. Chandrasekhar (1954) shows how thIS result can be arived at from probability theory as
a consequence of a sequence of "C0111 flippings" to determine the position probability of a particle moving
in steps of equal length.
So it is with a macroscopic intersticial stream; relative to the mean travel time position, a particle
will undergo random stochastic displacements such that its position probability is defined by the bell
shaped curve. This is due to the variation in the local intersticial velocity relative to the mean intersticial
velocity. v; there is a probability of 1/2 that this local relative velocity is either (+) or (-). The steps are
unequal in length as contrasted to Chandrasekhar's model summarized above (which, it should be pointed
out, is only his introductory model). Thus, the mechanism of dispersion is essentially statistical, analogous
to Brownian motion
Considenng a large number of particles instead of a single particle the concentration profile is the
probability distribution of a single particle. The concentration gradient from this profile results in a flux
whether dealing with diffusion or dispersion. In diffusion the proportionality constant is the coefficient of
diffUSIOn and in dispersion it is the coefficient ot dispersion.

The spread of solute due to dispersion m a moving fluid is described by the equation

de

dt =

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (C-1)

- v

100

Rifai, Kaufman, and Todd (1956) have given the solution of this equation as:

C

1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (C-2)

The sign IS (+) for Z < vt and (-) for Z > vt. Thus a solution for D can be obtained through measurement of
a point on the breakthrough curve. Note that Equation ((-2) describes an S-shaped breakthrough curve and
not a bell shaped curve; the solute here is fed in continuously and not as a slug.
Rifai et a1. (I956) present a better method of obtaining D, however, by measuring the whole
breakthrough curve. This equation is:

o

~"(v,;\;)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (C·3)

v

where V () is the throughput volume at C/C () = 0.50 and So is the slope of the breakthrough curve at C/C 0
0.50. The breakthrough curvc is plotted with throughput volume instead of timc as the abscissa.

=

Rifal et a1. have also shown experimentally that Dlv is approximately constant. This is also evident
from the analogy with Brownian motion presented by Chandrasekhar (I954) who shows that it is the
number of steps that determines position probability in the diffusion process. Velocity merely determines
the number of steps taken per unit of time.
This term Dlv is a property of the porous media and is the term calculated frum the experimental
data indicated in I::quation (C-3). Thus D is obtained for any value of v once D/v IS evaluated.

2. Experimental
Equation (C-3) is the basis for any experimental measurement of D/v. The procedure after packing
the column was to set up a carboy of 100 mgll sodium chloride solution set up as a mariotte siphon and
placed on a shelf above the column. The column containing demineralized water was drawn down to the
top of the resin and then the connection was made to the carboy containing the sodium chloride solution.
At time t ::. 0 the valve for the column was opened and samples were taken at 20 ml intervals for chloride
determination by the mercuric chloride method (as described in Standard Methods, 1965). Each chloride
concentration value is divided by the carboy chloride concentration and plotted against throughput volume.
Figures C-l through C-6 are the dispersion data for the six columns. I::quation (C-3) was the basis for
analyzing each of the plots. The calculations corresponding to each plot are shown on the plot.
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